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Abstract

This thesis presents the development of an accurate Switched Current multiplier based on
the quarter-square principle. According to this principle both the sum and the difference of
the two input currents are squared and the results are subtracted. Then the result is
proportional to the product of both input currents. In general two current squarers are
required.

Using Switched Current (SI) technique one current squarer is sufficient, because the
current squarer can be used in two successive clock phases. In that case no errors because
of mismatch between the both current squarers will occur.
The quarter square SI multiplier consists of an input circuit, a current squarer and a
memory cell. However, errors in the input circuit and in the current squarer are not
subtracted from another.

Therefore a new multiplier is introduced: the four-phase quarter-square SI multiplier. This
multiplier consists of a current squarer and two memory cells. During the four clock
phases all important errors are subtracted from another resulting in a very accurate
Switched Current multiplier.
The four-phase quarter-square multiplier is designed for a 3.3 Volt supply voltage,
performing 1.25.106 multiplications/sec. The maximum non-linearity for an input current
range of -60pA to +60pA is 0.21% (inclusive offset) and 0.16% (exclusive offset).
The used process technology is the CMOS, MIETEC 2.4pm N-well technology.
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Introduction

Chapter 1 Introduction

Since recently current domain techniques and in particular Switched Current (SI) design
techniques are receiving more and more attention [23]. Applications of such techniques
can be found in many different areas like filters, neural networks, AD/DA conversion,
oscillators, etc. Some important advantages of the SI technique are low voltage operation
and the very accurate signal processing.

Therefore this technique is used for designing an accurate current multiplier that operates
for a low supply voltage of 3.3 Volt. The multiplier will be designed for multiple
purposes. Although the emphasis is on accuracy, also speed and area need to be
considered.

1

Before designing the multiplier it is important to know, what already has been done in the
field of current multiplication. So a short literature research on the different techniques of
multiplication is required. The results of this literature research are given in the first
chapter. Subsequently a brief description of the Switched Current design technique is
given.

Using the results of this literature research the current multiplier is designed. For this it is
important to make use of the advantages of the SI technique as much as possible, because
the aim of the design is getting better perfonnances than other already existing current
multipliers.
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Chapter 2 Techniques of multiplication

2.1 Introduction

An analog multiplier is a device, that produces an output that is proportional to the
product of two independent inputs. The inputs and output could be voltages or currents.
The basic principle for current multiplication can be described in the same way as for
voltage multiplication [1].
For multiplication of currents the equation would be like:

1·1
I '" 2...J.. '" K·I·I
- I II: ,

Nt

The proportionality constant, llIree, has the dimension At.

2

(1)

Because both inputs can be positive as well as negative, four combinations of polarity are
possible. In figure 1 the four quadrants of the X-Y plane represent these options.

y

x
I...IN: I. MAX·I··i ill IV

I
I
I
I
I

~._----_.----------- -------------------1,-

Figure 1 Current multiplier operating coordinates

From this figure definitions such as '4-quadrant multiplier' and '2-quadrant multiplier' can
be explained directly. A 4-quadrant multiplier accepts all four combinations of input and
provides an output of appropriate polarity.
The operating range of a 2-quadrant multiplier, which responds to ± Ix and only +Iy, is the
half-plane of quadrants I and II and is indicated in figure 1 by shading. A pair of inputs
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3

within the operating region uniquely detennines the multiplier's output.

Several methods for analog voltage multiplication can be found in literature like variable
transconductance multiplication, electromechanical, magnetic (e.g., Hall effect), time
division, triangle averaging, log/antilog, quarter-square multiplication and multiplication
based on NO and DfA conversion techniques.

Most of these techniques can also be applied for current multiplication. Because the
multiplier should be designed in CMOS techniques, only the relevant multiplication
techniques will be discussed below.

2.2 The variable-transconductance multiplier I translinear multiplier

The principle of the variable-transconductance multiplier is as follows: one input variable
controls the gain (transconductance) of an active device. So the other input, which is the
input of this device, is amplified in proportion to the control input. Then for a small range
of inputs the output appears to be proportional to the product of both inputs.

The most famous multiplier based on this principle is the Gilbert multiplier. In [2] is
derived that this multiplier can be obtained from a simple transconductance amplifier,
which consists of a differential pair and a single current mirror. By using each of the
output currents from the differential pair as the source for another differential pair and by
combining the four currents as is done in figure 2 the Gilbert multiplier achieved.

Vout

V3~ L v3

v4

v10 o Vz

Figure 2 Gilbert multiplier

Iaut is given by (all transistors in sub-threshold):
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It( y; - V) It( Y;1 - V2 ) It( Y;, - V,,)
I = (I - l )tanh ' " = l.tanh tanh-....::....-_.:....
- 1 2 2 2 2

For input voltage differences less than kT/q1C tanh(x) is approximately equal to x.

4

(2)

The Gilbert multiplier of figure 2 multiplies two voltages resulting into an output current.
In literature variations, that multiplies current with voltage and current with current, based
on the Gilbert multiplier can be found [3].

The variable-transconductance is also referred as the translinear principle, when it is
applied to devices, that have transconductance linear with an input variable [4].

For example MOS transistors operating in saturation have transconductance linear with
voltage because of their square relation between drain-current and gate-voltage. For this
the next equation can be applied:

aI.
g = - = k(V -V)• av .. t

."
On the other hand bipolar transistors have transconductance linear with current, because
they have an exponential current-voltage characteristic. So for this type of transistors the
transconductance is given by:

(3)

(4)

Below is derived, that the transconductance of MOS transistors operating in the
subthreshold region is also linear with current. The current-voltage relation of this type of
transistors (neglecting the Early and body effect) is:

(5)

So the transconductance is given by:

(6)

Assume a number of such translinear devices is subsequently placed in a loop. Then can
easily be derived [5], that the product of currents through devices connected clockwise in
the loop equals the product of currents through the devices that are connected counter
clockwise. This is shown in equation (7) for MOS transistors operating in subthreshold:
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This principle is the translinear principle.
Circuits based on this principle are insensitive to isothennal variations of temperature.

5

(7)

According to equation (7) only four transistors are required for getting a multiplier. Then
this equation can be written as:

(8)

Ix and Iy are input currents, ~ is the output and Iw nonnalises the result.
An example of a translinear multiplier is shown in figure 3 [6]:

Figure 3 Translinear multiplier

By applying the translinear principle around the loop indicated by the arrows equation (8)
is found.

2.3 The quarter-square multiplier

A completely different principle is the quarter-square principle. In order to multiply two
inputs both the sum and difference of the inputs are squared and the results are subtracted.
In case of currents this principle is stated in equation (9):

(9)

For realising a multiplier two squaring-circuits are needed. One circuit is used for squaring
the input current Ix+Iy the other for squaring Ix-:Iy. In the end both results are subtracted
from another.
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The squaring circuits should be placed like is shown in figure 4 [7]. Subtraction of both
currents can finally be done using a current mirror.

Figure 4 Realization of the current square multiplier

6

This method of multiplication is applied by Klaas Bult and by Remco Wiegerink:. First the
multiplier by Bult is discussed.

2.3.1 Quarter-square multiplier by Bult

The first quarter-square multiplier discussed is the four-quadrant multiplier based on the
current squaring circuit shown in figure 5 [8,9, to].

Figure 5 Bult current squarer

In appendix II the transfer function of this circuit is derived. This function is given in
equation (to):

(10)
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with:

Two current squarer like figure 5 can be used to build a multiplier. Both circuits are
biased by the same voltage Vz and the currents I.+~ and Ia-~ are applied to the input.
Subtraction of both output currents is done using a current mirror and for the output
current of the total circuit (figure 6) simply can be derived that:

IJ"1"'-
- 21.o

7

(11)

(12)

V2 o----H----+-----li

Figure 6 Bult current multiplier

lout-

The input-currents I. and Ib may be positive as well as negative, so the circuit of figure 6
represents a four-quadrant current multiplier.

Because the input current of the current squarer is restricted to (see appendix. IT):

the input currents Ia and ~ are restricted to:

and

(13)

(14)
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(15)

This is equivalent to:

(16)

The sum and difference of the input currents can be obtained using a current inverter
(figure 7). For this circuit can be derived that:

(17)

The current multiplier including current inverter is shown in figure 8.

lout-V2 o--.,.--tt---------jf------j

-
'k1

Figure 7 Current inverter Fig. 8 Complete current multiplier

Because the current multiplier and the current inverter are biased by the same voltage V2'

the input currents of both circuits are equal, so:

(18)

and thus:
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resulting in:

9

(19)

(20)

The multiplier discussed in this section has proved to be appropriate for implementation in
a neural network [11].

When looking at the accuracy of this circuit two kinds of errors will appear.

In the fIrst place differences between both current squarers cause errors in the multiplier.
These differences occur as a consequence of transistor parameter mismatch. These errors
are inevitable.

Furthermore inaccuracies are caused by errors in the transfer function of the current
squarer. Effects that cause these non-linearities in the sq':lare relation are mobility
reduction, channel-length modulation, body effect and also parameter mismatch. In chapter
4 the effect of these non-linearities on the transfer function of equation (10) is discussed.
Also is indicated how these second-order effects can be minimised or prevented.

2.3.2 Quarter-square multiplier by Wiegerink

The second quarter-square multiplier is based on the current squaring circuit shown in
fIgure 9 [7,12].

Figure 9 current squaring circuit
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The transfer function of this current squarer is derived in [7] and is given below.

10

(21)

This is the same equation as (10). So the circuit of figure 9 has the same transfer function
as the circuit of figure 5.

+ lout -

~ ~

Figure 10 complete four-quadrant current multiplier

The four-quadrant current multiplier can be realised using two current squarers and is
shown in figure 10. The input currents of the current squaring circuits are Iy-Ix and Iy+lr
By adding the current -Ix to another input node like is shown in figure 10 no current
inverter is required for this multiplier. From equation (21) follows that the output current
of the multiplier is:

(22)

The input range of this multiplier is the same as the input range of the Bult multiplier and
is equal to:

(23)

This multiplier does suffer from second order effects too such as the body effect, mobility
reduction, channel length modulation and component mismatch. The influence of these
effects is discussed in [7].
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Because the influence of these effects on this multiplier is smaller than on the Bult
multiplier discussed in the previous section and because no current inverter is required,
this multiplier shows better performance than the previous one.
On the other hand quite more transistors are required for achieving this performance.

2.4 The pulse-modulation multiplier

11

The third principle of multiplication is the pulse-modulation multiplier [1]. This principle
is based on the fact that the area under a rectangular pulse is proportional to the product
of the pulse amplitude and pulse duration (see figure 11).

AMPUTUDE

A 1--------,

A-r: AREA-A-r:

_--L- --..L TIME

o T

Figure 11 Basic principle of pulse modulation

So the average magnitude of a train of square pulses is proportional to the product of
pulse amplitude and duty cycle (ratio of time to period). This is shown in the equation
(24).

1

- 1f 't1"" - .Adt "" .A.-
To T

(24)

This technique can be applied to multipliers. One input is used to control the amplitude of
the pulse, the other the duty cycle. A low-pass filter is used to fIlter the resulting pulse
train and the output is then proportional to the product of the two inputs.
Since the input that controls the duty cycle (t/I') cannot be negative the resulting
multiplier is a two-quadrant multiplier.
A four-quadrant multiplier can be obtained by using differential inputs.

2.5 Multiplication based on AID and D/A conversion techniques

The last principle discussed is multiplication based on AD/DA conversion. The realisation
of this technique is presented in figure 12 [13]:
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b1v--- ---vx 0

ADC 2. DAC
b •n

t ~

t vvz
Wx y

Figure 12 multiplier-divider using AID and D/A converters
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The input voltage Vx is converted to the digital domain by the ADC. Vz is the reference
voltage, so the digital output Wxrepresents the division VxNz.
This result is converted back to the analog domain by the DAC, where Vy is the reference
voltage. The result is the output voltage:

V"V7V =-
o V

z

Please note that there is a limitation concerning the input variables:

This technique is proved to be accurate based on a cyclic data converter, that operates
sequentially as an ADC and as a DAC [13]. The circuits are realised using CMOS
switched capacitor circuits.

2.6 Conclusions

(25)

(26)

This chapter describes some appropriate multiplication techniques that can be applied for
current multipliers. Some of these techniques were illustrated using examples of current
multipliers found in literature.

In fact almost all current multipliers found in the literature of the last 10 years were
presented in this chapter. This low number of articles about this subject indicates the
limited interest in this field of electronic engineering and the little research that is done.

It is hard to compare the described current multipliers to another, because in some articles
the specifications of the multipliers are not given. Only for both quarter-square multipliers
the specifications (dynamic range, bandwidth) are known but depend on some selected
input variables.
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Nevertheless a choice could be based on the fact that the multiplier or the principle uses
transistors in subthreshold region or not. Only translinear multipliers exclusively use such
transistors. For the other principles the transistors must operate in the saturation or in
linear region.
One of the disadvantages of using transistors in subthreshold is that SPICE cannot deal
with them very well.

In literature no multiplier using Switched Currents was found. The information given in
this chapter could be very useful for designing a multiplier in the Switched Current
technique.
But before determining what principle of multiplication is the most appropriate for
designing a Switched Current multiplier, the fundamentals of this technique are described
briefly in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3 Switched Current Design Techniques

3.1 Introduction

14

The Switched Current (SI) technique is a design technique for analogue sampled-data
signal processing in the current domain. This technique has a lot of similarities to the
other sampled-data signal processing technique: the Switched Capacitor (SC) technique.
Almost every function that can be realised in the SC technique can also be realised in the
SI technique.
Besides the SI technique has the advantage that the circuits exclusively exist of MOS
transistors, switches and current sources instead of opamps and precise linear floating
capacitors. Because no linear floating capacitors are required standard CMOS processes
can be used for implementing SI circuits.
Furthermore because capacitors in the SI technique are only used for holding voltages, SI
circuits are insensitive to capacitor mismatch.
Other advantages are lower voltage operation, simpler IC processing and greater ease of
algebraic manipulation.

Initially the Switched Current technique was based on the fIrst generation SI circuit. Later
on this circuit was replaced by the second generation SI circuit. The most important
improvement of the latter technique is the fact that in the 2nd generation SI circuit no
errors as a result of transistor mismatch will occur in contrast to the 1st generation SI
circuit.

The current multiplier will be developed based on 2nd generation Switched Currents. So
the 1st generation SI technique is not relevant for this paper and thus only the 2nd

generation SI circuits and following techniques will be discussed briefly in the next
sections. Extensive information about 1st generation Switched Currents can be found in
[14].

Subsequently some problems of the technique are discussed and some ways of improving
this technique are given.

Finally a brief summary of alternative basic circuits is given including the advantages and
disadvantages.
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3.2 The Switched Current basic circuit

The Switched Current basic circuit is shown in figure 13 [15].

11n.
1

• lout_ 2 ___

~o---+-----c>'0--

Figure 13 SI basic circuit

Clock phases «1>1 and «1>2 are non-overlapping and transistor M1 operates in the saturation
region. Therefore the relation between drain current and .gate voltage is:

And thus

In these equations k is the device transconductance parameter and is defmed as:

k '" k' W '" lie WL ,.. 0% L

with:
L = channel length
W = channel width
k' = process transconductance parameter
Coz = gate oxide capacitance per unit area
)4 = mobility of carriers

The circuit behaves like a current memory (track & hold).

15

(27)

(28)

(29)
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During phase <1>1 the input switch is closed while the output is disconnected. The sum of
the input current sample 1m and bias current I flows in transistor M1, which is diode
connected. For this the parasite gate-oxide capacitance Cgs is charged to Vgs according to
equation (28).

On phase ~ the input is disconnected. During this phase the capacitance Cgs cannot
discharge and the voltage Vgs is held. Transistor M1 acts like a current source supplying a
current 1+1m. The resulting output current ~(<I>J is then equal to lin(<I>I).

It is clear that non-linearities in the parasitic capacitor Cgs do not matter: the capacitor is
only used for storing sample values of Vgs.

Using this basic circuit lots of functions can be realised. For illustration the realisation of
an SI delay circuit and an SI integrator, which is nothing more than a delay circuit with
feedback, are given. Because the Switched Current technique is an analogue sampled data
signal processing technique and the signals are time-discrete, the transfer functions are in
Z-domain.
Only the transfer functions are given. The derivations are simple and can be found in [15].
These circuit blocks can be applied very easily in ftlters.

I...---

A

~ I I ~I ~

Figure 14 SI delay cell Figure 15 SI integrator

The transfer function of the delay cell is:

~(z) -1
H(z) "" - ""-z

i",(z)
(30)

The transfer function of the integrator is:

(31)
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3.3 Error analysis and improvements

The simple memory circuit of figure 13 is not very accurate because of two major kinds
of errors: clock feedthrough errors and channel length-modulation errors. In the next
sections these errors are discussed and a solution for better performance is given.

3.3.1 Channel length modulation errors

This error occurs when the influence of Vcis is included in the drain current of an MOS
transistor in the saturation region. So actually equation (27) should be replaced by:

17

with:

1
l. '" --

L·Y&Irly

VEarly is constant and is 6.6 V/}lm for NMOS transistors and 11 V/}lm for PMOS
transistors in the used model (see appendix I).

(32)

(33)

If the drain-source voltage of MI (figure 13) differs in both clock phases. then an error in
the output current will appear because of channel length modulation.
So the output current is very sensitive to variations in the output voltage because of the
low output resistance (rcls) of the circuit.

Reducing these errors can be done by increasing the output resistance of the memory cell
and thus reducing the variation of Vcis. For this in literature several circuits can be found
like the cascoded cell [16]. the servo-amplifier cell [17] and the regulated cascode memory
cell [17].
Because the latter cell has a better performance. this circuit is described below.

The regulated cascode memory cell is shown in figure 16.

A high output resistance is gained by including two additional transistors in the SI basic
circuit of figure 13. The cell operates in the same way as the basic circuit:
On phase '1>1 MI is diode-connected and C is charged to a voltage corresponding to a drain
current II+iin and on phase '1>2 MI holds its drain current.
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Figure 16 regulated cascode SI memory cell

18

Transistor M3 carries a constant current 12 (12<11). Vgs3 is the gate-source voltage needed to
sustain this current Any difference between Vcis1 and Vgs3 is detected and amplified in the
high gain negative feedback loop fonned by transistors M 2 and M 3•

In this way Vclsl is stabilised at the constant value Vgs3. Fluctuations in Vcis1 are reduced by
the gain of the loop fonned by M 2 and M 3 resulting in a very high output resistance rout.

The output resistance during <1>2 is given by equation (34).

(34)

The gain of the feedback loop A can be derived using small-signal analysis and is found
to be:

(35)

When all transistors operate in saturation this loop gain is extremely high. The influence
of output voltage variations on accuracy is about 100 times less than in the other cells.
Even if the memory transistor M1 operates in non-saturation (low voltage) the loop gain
and the output resistance are also very high, but lower than operating in saturation. Still
the output impedance is high enough to reduce channel length modulation effects
considerably.
According to [18] the regulated cascode memory cell appears to be less dependent on
charge injection effects and more stable when operated with M1 in the non-saturation
region. Besides it has a constant settling time independent of the current level.

Transistors M2 and M3 have to operate in saturation in order to achieve the very high
output impedance.
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3.3.2 Clock feedthrough errors

19

In figure 17 the basic circuit is depicted once again. Switch SI is replaced by a transistor
and some important parasitic capacitances are included.

Figure 17 memory cell with parasitic capacitances

When <1>1 is high, switch SI is closed and Cgs(SI) is charged up to Ygs'
When at the end of phase <1>1 switch SI is opened again, this charge is injected into the
capacitance Cgs(Ml ). The charge that is injected is about half the total charge that is stored
in transistor SI' because:

(36)

So one half of the charge Qg(SI) stored in SI is injected into Cgs(Ml ), the other half is
flowing away.

The resulting error voltage BYgs causes an error in the output current. An analysis of this
error is given in [19].
The error depends on the size of the switching transistor, the size of the capacitance
Cgs(Ml ) and also on the voltage difference of the clock signal (power supply voltage).

This error can be reduced by reducing the injected charge (smaller area of switch) or by
increasing the capacitance Cgs(Ml ). However this capacitance should be remained small for
high operation speed.

A better solution is placing a dummy switch at the place where this charge injection takes
place. This dummy switch is switched on and off by the inverse-clock. The injected
charge is intercepted by this transistor. To make sure all injected charge is intercepted the
dummy switch needs to be half the size of SI' In fact the dummy switch compensates the
injected charge.
The injected charge is not exactly half the total charge (because of parasitic overlap
capacities and border effects), so the clock feedthrough error will not be reduced fully.
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The basic circuit including a dummy switch is shown in figure 18.

Figure 18 memory cell with dummy switch

A disadvantage of using a dummy switch is the fact that the effect of leakage currents
increases [20]. The leakage current is the reversed current through a reversed biased PN
junction and is proportional to the total area of the reversed junction.

3.4 Alternative SI memory cells
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For increasing the clock-frequency (bandwidth) of SI circuits a smaller capacitance
CgS(M1) is required. But decreasing this capacitance causes larger errors because of charge
injection. In that case compensating the injected charge using a dummy switch is not
sufficient.

In this section some alternative SI memory cells are discussed, that deal with this problem.
Only relevant memory cells will be discussed, so it is not a complete overview of memory
cells that can be found in literature.
Class A and AB Switched Current memory circuits [18, 21] will not be discussed, because
in general these circuits do not show much improvement in accuracy, but mainly in power
consumption. Besides these circuits require a large number of transistors and switches.
This class of circuits is often used in filters.

3.4.1 The Double switched memory cell

The first alternative memory cell is the double switched memory cell. This circuit consists
of two memory cells and is shown in figure 19 [20]. The memory cells can be basic
memory cells or regulated cascode memory cells.

This solution reduces the clock feedthrough problem based on a differential error
matching.
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Figure 19 Double switched memory cell

Cell 1 is an NMOS current memory and cell 3 is a PMOS current memory, both using
NMOS type switches. At least three clock phases are required. The cell operates as
follows:

On phase <PI the input current is stored in cell 1.
During phase <P2 the current stored in cell 1 is transferred to cell 3 and stored there.
And finally on phase <P3 the current is transferred to the output node.

In [20] is derived that using this configuration the clock feedthrough errors can be
subtracted from another resulting in a much smaller total error than before. The resulting
error appears to consist of a constant part and a signal dependent part. By reducing the
capacitance Cg (for speeding up the circuit) the total current error increases.

3.4.2 The Quad switched memory cell

For high frequencies the gate source capacitances of the memory transistors need to be
small. As described in the previous section decreasing this capacitance leads to an increase
in the clock feedthrough error on the output

By duplicating this circuit this error can be reduced: by splitting up the input current in
two parts and by storing them separately, the circuits becomes faster (smaller currents) and
thus more accurate. The resulting memory cell, the Quad Switched Current memory cell,
is depicted in figure 20.

In cells 1 and 3 NMOS switches are used and in cells 2 and 4 PMOS switches are used.
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Figure 20 Quad switched memory ceO
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The circuit works as follows:
During phase cj)1 the input current is divided among cells 1 and 2 and stored there. On the
next phase the current stored in cell 1 is transferred into cell 3 and the current stored in
cell 2 is transferred into cell 4 and stored there.
And finally on phase cj)3 the currents of cells 3 and 4 are added and transferred to the
output node.

In [20] is derived that the error in the output current of a Quad SI memory cell is much
smaller and less dependent of Cg than the error in a Double or Single SI memory cell.
Especially for high frequencies (small Cg required) this is an advantage.

Simulations show [20] that for input currents in a range of 80pA to 110pA the errors on
the output are very small (less than 500 ppm for a 400ns conversion time).

3.4.3 Accurate SI memory cell

Another SI memory cell is based on the regulated cascode memory cell including a
dummy switch (see section 3.3). The size of the dummy switch S2 is half the size of
memory switch S1' As stated in section 3.3.2 the clock feedthrough effects are not reduced
completely using this configuration.
According to [19] a non-linear error occurs because of the non-linear border effect
mismatch between dummy transistor S2 and switch S1' This error is minimised by giving
S1 and S2 the same size.

This is done in figure 21. An extra capacitor is added and connected to the source of the
dummy transistor S2' The timing diagram is also shown in this figure.
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Figure 21 Accurate NMOS memory cell with timing diagram

The principle of this memory cell is as follows: during the loading of C1 and Cz switches
Sl and S2 are both closed. When Cz is charged, S2 is opened while Sl stays closed. Then
one half of the charge ~(s~ stored in transistor S2 is injected into Cz, the other half is
flowing away through Sl'
When the charge on C1 is stabilised again, Sl is opened and one half of the charge ~(Sl)

is charged on C1, the other half is flowing away.
Finally S2 is closed again and charged to a voltage Vgs' One half of the required charge
Qg(S~ comes from Cz the other half from C1•

In this way the clock feedthrough on the gate of M1 is compensated almost fully.

In the same way a PMOS version of this circuit can be made. Using minimum size
transistors for Sl and S2 the NMOS version would be faster because PMOS transistors
have a smaller K, so a smaller &n and so a larger time constant.

By making the capacitances C1 and Cz larger the circuit becomes more accurate.

Simulations in [19] show that the measured errors are almost linear with the input current
and that the non-linear errors are reduced using this circuit.

The circuit was originally designed for use in the Double and Quad switched memory
cells (see previous sections). These cells have proved to work very well in a Switched
Current D/A converter.

3.4.4 The S2I memory cell

Another Switched Current technique is S2I [21]. The process of memorising the input
current is done in two steps: during the fIrst step the input current is memorised in the
coarse memory and during the second step the error of the coarse memory is derived and
memorised in the fIne memory.
At the output the coarse error is subtracted resulting in an accurate memory of the input
sample.
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The memory cell and the required clock waveforms are depicted in figure 22.

M, coarse

+1~ ~

+2l L
+1~

+1~

Figure 22 S2j: memory ceU and wave forms

The coarse memory (the bottom one) uses an NMOS transistor and the fine memory (the
top one) uses a PMOS transistor. Phase <1>1 is divided in into phases <1>1& and <l>lb during
which the coarse and fine memorising occurs.

The operation of the cell is explained using the steps shown in figure 23.

l J+I+AI

l J+AI+a1

_I-al

l J+I

Figure 23 S2I memory ceU circuit operation

On phase <1>1& transistor Mz is connected to Vref generating a bias current J. Transistor M1 is
diode-connected and carries a current J+I.
At the end of this phase switch SI is opened and transistor M1 holds a current J+I+M,
where M is the signal dependent error resulting from the charge injection in MI.

During phase <l>lb transistor Mz is diode-connected. Because the input current I is still
connected, the current through this transistor is J+M.
When at the end of this phase switch Sz is opened again, transistor Mz holds a current
J+M+BI, where BI is the error due to charge injection.
Because the current through transistor Mz and thus Vgs(Mz) are similarly constant, the
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charge injection error 01 is nearly independent of the signal.

During phase cj)z the output switch is closed and the current at the output is 1-01. So this
memory cell only provides an offset error, which is nearly signal independent
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When a pair of these memory cells is used the offset of the first cell nearly cancels that of
the second.
Simulation shows [21] that the total transmission error of this cell is about 30 times lower
than that of the basic SI cell.

Although this article doesn't mention the influence of the channel length modulation effect
on the operation of this cell, it is obvious that this effect causes errors, because the drain
voltages of both transistors are not constant.
These errors can be reduced by using regulated cascode memory cells instead of the basic
SI memory cells.

Besides the offset error at the output of the cell can be reduced by using dummy switches.
A dummy switch is only useful when applied to the fine memory cell (top one), because
the signal dependent clock feedthrough error caused by the coarse memory cell is
subtracted in the end.
Because a dummy switch doesn't delete the clock feedthrough effect fully and leaves a
non-linear error, the use of a dummy switch might lead to extra signal dependent errors.
Therefore the circuit is simulated with and without dummy switch in the next section.

3.4.5 simulations of the different memory cells in SPICE

In this section the results are given of the comparison between the memory cells discussed
in the previous sections. For this the circuits are simulated using SPICE.

As stated before a power supply voltage of 3.3 Volt is desired. Because most of the
discussed circuits are designed for a supply voltage of 5 Volt, the circuits must be adapted
for 3.3 V. Without adaptation lowering the supply voltage would result in a smaller input
current range.

Because the regulated cascode memory cell (with dummy switch), the accurate memory
cell (section 3.4.3) and the SZI memory cell are very alike they can be compared very
well. Therefore these memory cells are simulated using the same characteristics (same W,
L, C, 4ias, etc.).
Besides the latter circuit is simulated with and without a dummy switch.

For this comparison a very non-ideal clock signal is used. This is a 1 MHz signal with
rise and fall times of IOns, so the total time of memorising is 1 JIs.
The goal of these simulations is to show that the accurate memory cell and the SZI
memory cell show better performances than the regulated cascode memory cell under the
same circumstances (same circuit parameters like W/L ratios and capacitances). So the
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memory cells are not optimised for minimum error. The minimum error also depends on
current range, clock frequency, etc.

The results of the four simulations is shown in the next figure. Figures 24 shows the
measured absolute error for an input range of 0 to 50 pA in steps of 5 pA. The relative
errors follow directly from this figure.
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Fig. 24 Absolute error at output or (a) regulated cascode memory cell, (b) accurate memory
cell, (c) S2J: memory cell without dummy switch and (d) S2J: memory cell with dummy switch

According to these figures the errors in the accurate memory cell and S2I memory cell
(with dummy switch) due to charge injection are smaller than in the regulated cascode
memory cell.
The S2I memory cell (without dummy switch) has the largest errors in the output current.
But this error appears to be signal independent like predicted. So the absolute and relative
errors don't give a true view of which circuit is best.

A better comparison of the circuits could be done when a constant offset error is
subtracted from the output error and the results are compared to another. This is done in
figure 25. The offset errors of the four memory cells are calculated using the least mean
square method and are given in table 1:

Table 1 Values of offset errors at output

memory cell offset error

regulated cascode 80nA

accurate lOnA

S2I (without dummy) 620nA

S2I (with dummy) 30nA
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Fig. 25 Absolute error without offset of (a) regulated cascode memory ceD, (b) accurate
memory ceD, (c) s~ memory ceD without dummy switch and (d) s~ cell with dummy switch

From this figure follows that the S2I memory cell shows the best results. The error in the
output current is even smaller than 1.3 nAt Besides this memory cell shows exactly the
same results for negative currents.
Please note, the offset errors of all memory cells can be feduced by tuning the circuit
parameters.

The Double and the Quad switched memory cells are not mentioned above. Both circuits
are indeed simulated using SPICE. But after adapting the circuits for use with a 3.3 Volt
power supply voltage and using the non-ideal clock signal the same good results as in [20]
couldn't be achieved. The measured output errors where much larger (more than 2%) than
the errors in the other memory cells and are therefore not depicted.
These errors are mainly caused by the restricted voltage margin of 3.3 Volt and the large
number of stacked transistors.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter an introduction to and a brief description of a quite new design technique:
the Switched Current technique is given.

Some general advantages were discussed like the exclusive use of MOS transistors, the
insensitivity to capacitor mismatch and the low voltage operation.
Advantages of this technique for designing circuits are:
- the same circuit can be used more often namely in different clock phases
- parasitic capacitances can be used, so explicit capacitors are hardly required

Of course there are some disadvantages. The speed of the circuits is limited by the clock
frequency and this frequency is again limited by parasitic capacitances (and thus by size of
transistors) and the added extra capacitors.
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Furthennore channel length modulation and charge injection cause errors in the operation
of the basic circuit: the memory cell.

Some solutions for this problem were given from simple extensions to completely different
alternative memory circuits.

One of these alternatives, the accurate memory cell (section 3.4.3), manifests a very small
absolute and relative error at the output. However this error is signal dependent and not
constant.
On the other hand the S2I memory cell by Hughes causes a nearly signal independent
offset error, which is relatively large.

Both circuits show very good results according to the previous section. Maybe a
combination of both circuits would result in an even more accurate memory cell.
It depends on the application which Switched Current memory circuit could be used best.

In the next chapters the technique described in this chapter is used for designing a current
multiplier. Also is indicated and motivated which memory cell will be used.
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Chapter 4 Designing a current multiplier in the SI technique

4.1 Introduction
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The goal of using the Switched Current technique for designing a current multiplier is to
have better performances than other existing current multipliers.
For this it is useful to make use of the advantages of this technique as much as possible.
These advantages are described in the previous chapter.
This chapter describes how these advantages can be applied to improve existing multiplier
principles.

Considering the fact that using Switched Currents very accurate circuits can be obtained,
the multiplier will be optimised for accuracy. In a later stage the design can be optimised
for size and speed.

In order to keep power consumption Iowa power supply voltage of 3.3 Volt is used
instead of 5 Volt.

4.2 The quarter-square multiplier

The best multiplying principle that could be used for designing a current multiplier in the
Switched Current technique is the quarter-square principle. The reason for this is given
below.

The principle is given again in equation (37):

(37)

Using the original designing methods the multiplier is realised by using two squaring
circuits and by subtracting the output currents.
The disadvantage of this method is, that both squaring circuits must be exactly identical.
But mismatch between both circuits cause errors in the output current of the multiplier.

One of the advantages of the Switched Current technique is the fact that a transistor or a
sub-circuit can be used twice in different clock phases.
Applying this to the quarter-square principle this means that only one squaring circuits is
sufficient. Furthermore internal errors are subtracted which results in a more accurate
output.
From the fIrst point of view using Switched Currents for current multiplication could
result in a more accurate and more compact multiplier.
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Because the current squarer will be one of the main parts of the Switched Current
multiplier, it will be described and analysed first in the next section.

4.3 The current squarer

4.3.1 Introduction

Two current squarers were discussed in chapter 2: the Bult current squarer and the
Wiegerink current squarer. Both circuits have the transfer function as given in equation
(38):

~
1 '" 2 1 +-

- &() 8Lo

with:
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(38)

(39)

The difference between both circuits is that the Bult current squarer is more compact (only
3 transistors), but also suffers more from the body effect and thus is less accurate.

Because the trrst circuit is more compact and more simple the Bult current squarer is
analysed trrst The circuit is depicted again in figure 26.

Figure 26 Bult current squarer

4.3.2 Errors in the square relation

The circuit of figure 26 is simulated in SPICE using the transistor model presented in
appendix I. The W/L ratio of all transistors is 50pm/2.4pm and 10 is 50 pA.
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The input current is varied between -100 pA and +100 pA and the result of this DC
analysis is shown in figure 27. One signal (a) represents the predicted output signal
according to equation (38) and the second signal (b) represents the simulated output
current.
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Figure 27 (a) ideal relation and (b) simulated relation of current squarer

Indeed a square relation between input current and output current is found, but the
measured relation is shifted compared to the ideal one and has an extra offset.
The simulated relation seems to be of shape:

In this equation e1 is the offset error and ez is the shifting error.
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(40)

After analysis of the circuit the two major causes for this difference were found.
In the first place the channel length modulation effect causes errors in the current of all
transistors. This effect is discussed before in section 3.3.1 and is expressed by equation
(41):

(41)

The other cause is the body effect. This effect can be explained from the fact, that there is
always an undesired positive charge ~x present at the interface between oxide and the
bulk: silicon. Because of this the threshold voltage is dependent of the source-bulk: voltage
according to the next equation:

(42)
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Vto is the threshold voltage with Vsb=O. The parameter 'Y (in SPICE: GAMMA) is the
body-effect coefficient and is determined by the process. For NMOS transistors this
parameter is positive and for PMOS transistors negative.
Furthermore 21~F I (in SPICE: PIn) is the surface potential and has a negative sign for
NMOS transistors and a positive sign for PMOS transistors.
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The only transistor in the circuit of figure 26 that suffers from the body effect is Mz• Both
other transistors have their sources connected to the ground and thus also to the bulk.

Making VSb zero by connecting the bulk to the source can only be done for PMOS
transistors, because these transistors are placed in individual wells. Please note, the used
model is an NWElL model (see appendix I) which means that the substrate or body is of
p-type. So all bulks of the NMOS transistors are interconnected.
However the disadvantage of using PMOS transistors is the fact that wider transistors need
to be used for getting the same K factor.
Another disadvantage of the use of PMOS transistors is the parasitic npnp thyristor that
appears when the n-well is placed close to an NMOS transistor. This might cause
problems especially when the bulk voltage is not kept at a constant value. But from figure
26 follows, that the source of transistor Mz and thus also the bulk is connected to the gate
of MI , which has an almost constant value.

The body-effect causes more non-linear errors in the square relation than the disadvantages
described above. This will be proved later on. So the PMOS current squarer shows better
performance and will therefore be optimized in the next sections.

4.3.3 Analytical derivation of the errors

Now that the causes of the errors in the square relation are known, these errors can be
derived analytically by deriving the exact relation of the current squarer again in which the
body effect and channel-length modulation effect are included. This relation must be of
the shape of equation (40).

The derivation is parallel to that of appendix n, but instead of using the standard MOS
equations the equations (41) and (42) are used. This is done in appendix III.
The square relation, that was found, is very complex and is presented below:

(43)

with PI' pz and P3 defined by:
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(44)

(45)

(46)

In these equations Vz and V3 (see figure 26) can be chosen freely and VI depends on the
input signal according to:

Y
1

:: Y
IO

+ !l + _1_1",
2 2pq

with:
q .. Y2 - YIO - Ya

From these equations follows that the errors e l and ~ are not constant, but signal
dependent. Both errors are deleted when PI' pz and P3 are made equal.

(47)

(48)

According to the definitions of PI' pz and P3 it is impossible to make these parameters
equal. So it is impossible to delete the errors fully by choosing the right transistor
parameters.
Because VI is nearly constant and V2 and V3 can be choosen freely a solution can be
found for which PI' pz and P3 are nearly equal. This was done for the PMOS current
squarer, where VI is calculated using 1m =O. In this case both offset error and shifting
error were compensated leaving only small signal dependent errors.
However, optimizing the circuit for one input current doesn't mean the circuit is optimised
for a complete range of input currents. So in this way the optimal solution was not found.

It is possible to choose the parameters in such away, that the signal dependent parts of
the errors are minimised for the complete range of input currents. This is discussed later
on in this chapter.

4.3.4 The output impedance of the current squarer

According to equation (43) the output current of the current squarer somehow depends on
the output voltage V3• For getting an ideal square relation this voltage should be kept at a
constant level.
So variations in the output voltage, that are caused by loading the circuit, cause signal
dependent errors in the square relation. In other words the circuit has a very low output
impedance. For deleting these errors it is important to get a high impedance at the output.
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Figure 28 current squarer and current
mirror

Figure 29 Current squarer and regulated
cascade current mirror

One solution is adding a current mirror at the output of the current squarer (figure 28).
Now the value of V3 is fixed around the threshold voltage. This voltage is somewhat
output current dependent, but at least independent of the loading circuit.
By using a high W/L ratio for M4 the signal dependence is kept low.

The new output voltage is V4 and the output current is the current through Ms. But still
the output current depends on the output voltage because of channel length modulation in
transistor Ms.
So it is important to keep this voltage constant too. This is done in figure 29 by using a
regulated cascoded configuration for transistor Ms. The high gain of the feedback loop
formed by transistors ~ and M7 realises a very high impedance at the output.

Using this configuration no errors will occur because of loading the current squarer. The
only errors that are left are the internal errors.

4.3.5 Minimizing the errors of current squarer

In the previous sections a survey is given of errors that will occur in the square relation of
the current squarer. These errors have signal independent components and also signal
dependent components.

For some applications it is sufficient to delete only the signal dependent components.
Other applications might require a symmetrical parabolic curve, that has its top (lin = 0) in
the middle or a parabolic curve without offset.

The problem is, how to find the right circuit parameters, so that the found square relation
satisfies the demands. It is hard to find the optimal parameters, for which the errors are
minimised, by solving equation (43) because of its enormous complexity.
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A better method is tuning based on sensitivity analysis. This method implies initializing all
parameters by giving them reasonable values and fmding out the influence of them on the
relation by tuning them. In the end the best combination of parameters is found.
These parameters are the W/L ratios of all transistors (Mt to M7) and the voltage V2•

For fmding the effect of the parameters the circuit of figure 29 is simulated in SPICE and
the output current is analysed using a Curve Fitting program. This program uses statistical
methods to determine the best equation that fits a set of current samples. This equation
could be of any shape.

For the criterion, that determines if a change of a parameter ends in a better square
relation, the correlation coefficient is very useful. A correlation coefficient of 1 means a
perfect curve fit, that goes through all the points.

The method discussed above exists of three steps: initialisation, finding out the influence
of the parameters separately on the square relation and fmding the best combination of
parameters for which the errors are minimal.

Initialisation

10 is initialised at 50 pA. According to equation (13) the input range of the current squarer
will be -200 pA to +200 pA, so that the transistors will operate in saturation. Within the
input range always a square relation at the output will be found.

Influence of the parameters

By simulating the circuit for different parameters the influence of these parameters on the
errors can be found. The results are given below:

1) The only parameters that influence the square relation directly are the W/L ratios
of M2 and M3 in relation to the W/L ratio of transistor Mt (5Opm/2.4pm).
It seems that changing M3 the top of the parabola is shifted. And for each M3 an
optimal M2 can be found, for which the non-linear errors are minimal.
In fact every square relation can be realised by tuning M3• The errors that arise can
subsequently be minimised by tuning M2• But it seems that the more the top is
shifted from Im=O the smaller these non-linear errors are.
It is not clear why shifting the top of the parabola leads to a smaller error. It can
not be explained using equation (43).

2) Furthermore the voltage V2 directly influences the input range of the current
squarer, because 10 in equation (13) directly depends on this voltage according to
equation (39).
It seems that on the borders of the input range, which are the borders for which the
devices operate in saturation, the errors are larger. Therefore it is better to make
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the input range a little bit larger than is required for a better square relation.

3) Transistors ~ to M7 must have maximum W/L ratios for more accurate current
mirroring and getting a higher output impedance, but they don't influence the
square relation. So once initialised correctly these parameters can be left
unchanged.

Optimal parameters and results

Because every square relation can be realised and optimised, the current squarer is set up
for three different cases. These cases are successively a parabola with top in the middle
(Im=O), a parabola with top shifted maximally resulting in a minimal error and a
compromise: small error and top close to middle.

First this is done for the PMOS version. As described earlier in this report this current
squarer doesn't suffer from the body effect. For each case the output current generated by
SPICE and the error in this current are given.

Only transistors M2 and M3 are tuned. The width of these transistors is given in table 2 for
all cases and the length is always the minimum length <Lz=~=2.4pm).

Furthennore the parameters of the best fit square relation as well as the correlation
coefficient are presented in the same table.
Each case will be discussed below:
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The first case is the parabola, which has its top in the middle (Im=O). This means that the
constant shifting error ~ is deleted completely.
The curve is fitted using equation (49) and the errors are derived by comparing the
simulated curve with the fitted curve. These errors are shown in figure 30b.
Although the current squarer was optimised, the non-linear errors are relatively large.
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(49)

The parameters of the fitting curve are given in table 2.
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The second case is the curve for which the errors are minimal. According to above the top
of the parabola must be shifted maximally for this. This is done in figure 31a.
The errors are derived by fitting to equation (50) and are depicted in figure 31b.
Comparing the errors in the output of this curve to that of the previous one these errors
are much smaller.

(50)

The optimal parameters are given in table 2.

In fact this current squarer is the best circuit that one can get when looking exclusively at
the errors. But because the top is shifted a lot, the range of output currents has increased a
lot too (from 25pA to 200pA).

The last case is a compromise of both.
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The last case is the current squarer, that has its top shifted as far as the error is minimised
to a large extent (figure 32a).
From this figure follows that the output range is kept reasonable small and from figure
32b follows that the error is just a bit larger.
The shape of the output curve is given in equation (50) and the parameters of the optimal
curve fit are given in table 2.

Table 2 Circuit parameters and curve fitting parameters

figure 30 figure 31 figure 32 figure 33a figure 33b figure 34

Wz 52.8 pm 50.8 pm 52.8 pm 52.8 pm 52.8 pm 45.2 pm

W3 50 pm 6.8 pm 43.6 pm 43.6 pm 43.6 pm 70 pm

ao 0.000120 0.000067 0.000113 0.000113 0.000113 0.000141

at 1950.967 0.418061 0.060439 0.060328 0.060313 0.186078

az - 1148.478 1834.824 1838.618 1836.743 2348.538

r 0.999989 0.999999 0.999997 1 1 0.999984

Although the errors are minimised they might be still unacceptable large for some
applications.
For all three cases the fitting curve was found by fitting over the complete input range.
But doing this for a part of the input range gives astonishing results!
In figure 33a the error is given by finding the best curve that fits for all input samples of
figure 32a between -150pA and +150pA.
Figure 33b shows the same for fitting between -lOOpA and +lOOpA.
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100
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-200 -1110 -100 -lIO 0 eo 100 1110 200
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Figure 33a Output error
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~ a.ITW1t CIoAl

Figure 33b Output error

From these figures follows, that fitting over a smaller input range the errors are reduced
enormously in this range. In the latter case (figure 33b) the maximum error in the range
between -lOOpA and +lOOpA is smaller than 2nA!

The fitting parameters of both figures are also given in table 2.
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The same can be done for the NMOS version of the current squarer. But the thus found
square relations are much less accurate.
Even if the top is shifted a lot and the input range is reduced to -lOOpA to lOOpA (see
figures 34a and 34b) still large errors are found.
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Figure 34a Output current Figure 34b Output error

The probable reason explaining the differences between PMOS and NMOS current
squarers is the body effect. This effect causes a signal dependent error in the threshold
voltage of transistor M2, and can apparently not be deleted fully.

When looking at the errors in relation to the input current a fixed pattern can be
distinguished. This pattern is probably caused by higher order (>2) effects.

4.3.6 Influence of parameter mismatch and well-capacitance

Because the designed circuits can be integrated with a maximum precision, mismatch
between the parameters can occur. In this section the influence of this parameter mismatch
on the square relation is discussed.

For this most parameters of the transistor model and the W/L ratios are varied to their
maximum tolerances given in appendix I. This is done for all transistors of the current
squarer of figure 29.

The effect of the mismatch can be measured using the Monte Carlo analysis and the Worst
Case analysis of SPICE. For each simulation the errors are determined by comparing the
output currents to the fitted curve. These errors are compared to the errors found in figure
32b.

The Monte Carlo analysis calculates the effect of mismatch of the model- and device
parameters. So the circuits are simulated using different parameters.
The Worst Case analysis calculates the effect of the model and device parameter mismatch
for each transistor separately and uses the most deviant values for determining the worst
case compared to nominal.
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Because the square relation depends directly on the W/L-ratios, it is obvious that the
measured relations after running a Monte Carlo analysis differ from the original.
But the found parabolic curves were only shifted and didn't show much larger non-linear
errors.

The exact size of the errors caused by parameter mismatch can be derived from these
curves, but for deriving this errors the found curves must be curve-fitted. Because this is
very time-consuming, this is not done.

From the found curves can be concluded that the only relevant errors that occur because
of parameter mismatch are shifting and offset errors. For some applications these errors
are allowed to occur.

Another issue, that is not considered before, is the influence of the well-capacitance
between the bulk of PMOS transistors and the ground. This might only be a problem for
transistor M2 in figure 26, because the bulk of this transistor is connected to the source for
avoiding body-effect errors.
This well-capacitance is a non-linear capacitance. The influence of the NWELL
capacitance can be found by adding an extra NMOS transistor in the circuit of figure 26.
The drain, gate and source of this transistor are connected to the source of M2 and the
bulk is connected to the ground. The model of this transistor is given in appendix I and
the size of the well (transistor) is about four times the size of transistor M2 (AD and AS).
The circuit including this NWELL-capacitance is simulated in SPICE and the output curve
is curve-fitted and compared to the output curves found in the previous sections.
The result is that the well-capacitance does not cause any extra errors and doesn't
influence the square relation.

4.4 Conclusion

The Bult current squarer is a very important part of a Switched Current quarter-square
multiplier. Therefore this circuit is examined and optimised in this chapter.

The PMOS version of the current squarers is more accurate than the NMOS version,
because it doesn't suffer from the body effect
Channel-length modulation and the body effect (only for NMOS) cause several errors in
the square relation of the current squarer. These errors are shifting errors, offset errors and
non-linear errors.

For some applications it is sufficient to minimise only the non-linear errors, therefore for
three different cases an optimal square relation is found by tuning the circuit parameters.
A very high accuracy can be gained by reducing the input range of the current squarer.
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Chapter 5 The SI quarter-square multiplier

5.1 Introduction
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In chapter 4 is shown that a Switched Current multiplier can be realised using the quarter
square principle: equation (37). Instead of using two current squarers like in chapter 2, one
is sufficient using Switched Currents.

A possible realisation of a Switched Current multiplier is given in figure 35. It is a very
simple circuit assuming all components are ideal.

Figure 35 SI quarter square current multiplier

In this figure the squaring circuit of figure 5 is used. Only one transistor and two switches
are added for the memory cell and subtraction circuit.
The input currents 1.+lb and I.-~ are realised by a circuit containing two switches and two
current sources.
The output of the squaring circuit is 11+12 and is given in equation (10) and is given once
again below:

(51)

During phase <Ill the input of the squaring circuit is I.+Ib. A supply current I is added to
the output of the current squarer resulting in:
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This current is saved in the memory cell formed by transistor~ and a switch.
In the next phase (tl>~ the input of the squaring circuit is I.-~, so 13 is:

(I. - lir
I] = 1 - 210 - 810

The current 14 remains unchanged, so the output current ~ut is:

This is the same expression as equation (12).
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(52)

(53)

(54)

Please note this multiplier is only a prototype. The reason why it is given in this chapter is
to prove that the Switched Current technique can be used for designing a multiplier using
the quarter-square principle.

Therefore the circuit is simulated in SPICE using ideal transistors (default level 1 model in
SPICE), ideal switches and ideal current sources. For several values of Ib the output
current~ is depicted while varying the other input current I.. 10 is 50 pA.

-100 -75 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 100

Figure 36 Multiplier characteristic: output current as function of input current ..
for Ib is (a) 100pA, (b) 50pA, (c) 0, (d) -50pA and (e) -lOOpA

From this figure follows that the multiplier principle functions for input currents smaller
than 100 pA.
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5.2 Block diagram of SI quarter-square multiplier

The second reason why the prototype switched current multiplier was described in the
previous section is that it can be used as base for designing a SI quarter-square multiplier.
From figure 35 several building blocks can be distinguished: an input circuit, the current
squarer and a memory cell.
The general block diagram of the Switched Current quarter-square multiplier is shown in
figure 37.

illIII I
I. ,/

"

lout/ input current memory, ,
~Ib circuit

/

squarer
/

circuit"

/

I I
Figure 37 Block diagram

The first block supplies the input currents I.+lband I.-~. The circuit has two input currents
I. and lb. The output is in one clock phase I.+~ and in the other phase I.-~. So a clocked
circuit is required.

The middle block is the current squarer. The output current corresponds to the square of
the input current. This block doesn't require a clock signal.

The last block stores the output of the current squarer in the first phase. And in the next
phase the second input current is subtracted from the previous one, which results into the
output current of the multiplier.
A constant current I can be added to this block to make sure the current in the memory
circuit is positive, because it will be subtracted again in the end.

The next sections give some realisations of the blocks.
The multiplier has to be optimised for accuracy. This can be done by optimizing the
blocks separately. However optimizing the blocks separately doesn't assure the resulting
multiplier to be optimal.

5.3 Block I: the input circuit

In the first clock phase both input currents I. and ~ are added to another and in the second
phase they are subtracted from another. Addition and subtraction of currents are in general
very simple, but doing this in two successive clock phases is slightly more difficult.
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Several possibilities can be found for realizing the input circuit. The best and easiest way
is shown in figure 38.

Current
Inverter

Figure 38 Input circuit

In one phase both input currents are added by connecting both inputs to another and in the
second phase one input is inverted and added to the other input. For this a current inverter
is required.
The simplest current inverter is in fact the current mirror. A more accurate current inverter
is the Bult current inverter discussed in chapter 2 (see figure 7).
But a Switched Current memory cell can also be used as a current inverter. In one phase
the input current is sampled and during the next phase this current is regained at the
output having a negative sign. This inverter has the advantage that it does not suffer from
transistor mismatch. Besides the circuit contains just a few transistors.
And since the multiplier is designed in the Switched Current technique the latter current
inverter is the most obvious choice.

In figure 39 the complete block using the SI basic circuit is presented. Instead of the SI
basic circuit any other memory cell discussed in chapter 3 can be used.

Figure 39 Input circuit using SI memory cell

The disadvantage using a Switched Current memory cell as a current inverter is the fact
that a third clock phase has to be introduced. Besides some extra switches have to be
added.
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The accuracy of the input circuit is determined by the accuracy of the used SI memory
cell. Since these circuits have (small) errors at the output it is inevitable that the input
block shows errors.
As will be shown below, small errors in the input circuit will lead to serious errors at the
output of the current multiplier.
Say the error in the memory cell is e then the output of block I will be I.+Ib and I.-~+e.

When these signals are appended to the rest of the circuit the output of the current
multiplier will be according to equation (55):

(55)

So a signal dependent error e(l.-Ib)/4Io and a signal independent error e2/8I.a appear at the
output.

5.4 Block II: the current squarer

The current squarer is described thoroughly in chapter 4.. The transfer function of the
current squarer is approximately:

(56)

The shifting factor ~ can be regulated by varying the circuit parameters.

The effect of using a current squarer, that has such transfer function, on the output of the
current multiplier can be derived simply. This is done below:

(57)

It seems that the offset error e1 is subtracted in the end. But it seems that the shifting error
~ causes a signal dependent error ~IJ2Io at the output of the multiplier!

So to avoid that this error occurs at the output the shifting error ~ has to be deleted
resulting in a parabola with its top in the middle (Im=O).
This can be realised, but according to section 4.3.5 such current squarer shows relatively
large non-linear errors.

So either an accurate current squarer can be used causing a signal dependent error e2IJ2Io
or an inaccurate current multiplier causing other non-linear errors.
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5.5 Block ill: the memory cell
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Block ill, the memory cell, is discussed extensively in chapter 3. The most appropriate
memory cells for use in the Switched Current multiplier are the accurate memory cell and
the S21 memory cell. For a description of these memory cells please refer to chapter 3.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter an outline for designing a Switched Current multiplier in practice is given.
Using three circuits: an input circuit, a current squarer and a memory circuit a current
multiplier can be realised.

In all three blocks errors occur. Because of the series connection of the blocks the errors
are added and amplified internally leading to very complex signal dependent errors at the
output. So the bad links are the first two blocks.
Nevertheless the total output error is still relatively low.

So before continuing on this concept it might be wise finding a better method in which
fewer errors occur or the errors are subtracted resulting in a more accurate multiplier. This
is done in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6 The SI four-phase quarter-square multiplier

6.1 Introduction
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The reason why the current multiplier described in the previous chapter showed several
errors at the output is that the principle on which it was based (the quarter-square
principle) is not designed for minimizing errors.
Please note that some constant errors are deleted by subtraction like stated in the previous
chapter, but not all.

In this chapter another principle for current multiplication based on the quarter-square
principle is discussed. According to this new principle all significant errors are indeed
subtracted from another as will be proven. The new principle is given in equation (58):

(58)

Using this principle at least three clock phases are required instead of two.

There are two reasons why this principle is better than the original quarter-square
principle. The first reason is given below:

Suppose the transfer function of the current squarer is as was found in chapter 4:

(59)

In the previous chapter is derived, that using the original quarter-square principle a signal
dependent error ezIJ2Jo would occur at the output (see equation (57».

Using the new principle the errors generated by the current squarer are subtracted from
another. This is proved in equation (60).

(60)

From this equation follows that an extra clock phase is required in which no current is
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provided to the current squarer, so that in the end all errors are subtracted. In total four
phases are required and therefore this multiplier is called the four-phase quarter-square
multiplier.
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The input currents during the four phases are successively I.+Ib, I., ~ and O. These
currents can be generated very simple using a few switches. So no input circuit is
required.
Using the original principle an input circuit was required for generating currents :r.+Ib and
:r.-~. In the previous chapter the effect of errors in the input circuit (e.g., errors generated
by the current inverter) on the output current was discussed.
The fact that no input circuit is required is the second reason why the four-phase principle
is better.

Please note, the fourth clock phase is not essential, because during this phase only a signal
independent error is subtracted. If only three clock phases would be used a signal
independent offset would appear at the output of the multiplier.

So in brief two options are possible: a configuration with four clock phases and without
offset error or a configuration that only requires three clock phases but that also shows an
offset at the output. In both cases errors caused by the current squarer are subtracted.
For most applications an offset is undesirable or sometimes even fatal. In this chapter only
the first case (four-phase quarter-square multiplier) is discussed.

Because for the original quarter-square principle three clock phases were required (one
extra phase for the current inverter), the new principle requires only one extra clock phase.

6.2 Block diagram of four-phase quarter-square multiplier

In the same way as in the previous chapter a block diagram of the four-phase quarter
square multiplier can be made. This block diagram is shown in figure 40.

I II

0-- current memory 'out, "

squarer
/

circuit
/

0--

I
Figure 40 Block diagram of four-phase multiplier

Only two blocks are required.
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The first block is the current squarer. This block does not require a clock signal.
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The second block stores the outputs of the current squarer in memory cells and subtracts
these currents from another, resulting in the output current of the multiplier.

The next sections give descriptions and realisations of these blocks optimised for accuracy.

6.3 Block I: the current squarer

For more information about current squarers please refer to chapter 4.
In section 6.1 it is shown that both errors e1 and ez in equation (40) have no influence on
the output current of the multiplier, because these errors are subtracted.

So in fact every of the in chapter 4 presented current squarers can be used. The PMOS
current squarer with its square relation given in figure 32a is therefore very suitable for
use in this current multiplier. This current squarer is a compromise of small output error
and small output current range.

Using this current squarer the errors at the output of block I are very small, especially
when the input current range is reduced to -loopA to +loopA.

Furthermore the range of output currents of this block is small, so the memory circuit does
not require a very large input range. The output range of this current squarer for different
input ranges is presented in table 3.

Table 3 Operation ranges of current squarer

Input range in pA Output range in pA

-200 to 200 110 to 200

-150 to 150 110 to 165

-100 to 100 110 to 140

6.4 Block II: the memory circuit

6.4.1 Configuration

In four different phases the current squarer provides four different signals to the memory
circuit. It is up to this circuit to add and subtract these currents in a right way.
Using two memory cells only one configuration is possible: see figure 41.
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I. +1,2 cell Cell
1 2~ 0/ +1,3 +2

Ib +1,4 Currant
.. 0/ squarer ! '1 +2,3 !'2

+.- lout-~
Current mirror 1:1

Figure 41 Memory circuit

The memory cells are depicted as black boxes saving the currents in one phase and
supplying them in the next phase.
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When the switches are closed during the clock phases indicated in this figure, the output
current during the last clock phase will be proportional to the product of I" and ~. The
currents through the memory cells during the four clock phases and the output current are
derived below.
For this is assumed that the order in which the input currents are provided to the current
squarer is: first la+Ib, then I", then 0 and finally lb.

Furthennore is assumed, that the transfer function of the current squarer is given by
equation (61):

(61)

with 1m and lout the input and output currents of the current squarer.

During phase «1>1 the input current of the current squarer is II+Ib. The output current of the
current squarer is the input current of the memory circuit (1m in figure 41) and is given by:

(62)

This current is always positive and is saved in memory cell 1 (I1).
In the same way can be found that during phase «1>2 1m is given by:

(63)
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So the current stored in memory cell 2 (10 is the difference between the input current and
the current stored in memory cell 1 and is given by:

(64)

This current does not have to be negative like the signs may indicate.
Because during the third phase cI>J no current is provided to the current squarer, the input
current of the memory circuit simply is 30.
The current in memory cell 1 is refreshed and becomes:

(65)

Finally during the last phase the input current is:

(66)

So during this phase the output current will be the difference of the input current and the
current saved in memory cell 1. .

(67)

This is the transfer function of the current multiplier. The parameters of the current
multiplier depend directly on the parameters of the current squarer (aJ.
In the next section is derived, what the influence of errors in the memory cells is on the
output current of this mulitplier.

So the current through memory cell 1 during «1>1 and «1>2 is given by equation (62) and
during «1>3 and «1>4 by equation (65).
And the current through memory cell 2 is only defined during «1>2 and «1>3 and is given by
equation (64).

The negative sign can be swapped easily by changing the order of the input currents.
Please note, this might influence the currents through the memory cells. This is examined
in section 6.4.3.

6.4.2 Influence of errors in memory cell

In chapter 3 different memory cells are examined. These cells show small signal
dependent errors and signal independent offset errors. For some cells these offset errors
are quite large.
In this section the influence of the offset error in the used memory cells is discussed.
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Say memory cell 1 generates an offset error e1 and memory cell 2 an offset error e2• The
output error after four phases will be:

(68)

So offset errors in the memory cells cause offset errors in the output of the current
multiplier. These errors are not subtracted from another.

Allowing an offset at the output of the multiplier would make a fourth clock phase
redundant and would make three clock phases sufficient.
Therefore the best memory cell for a four-phase multiplier is a memory cell, that does not
generate an offset current.

6.4.3 Influence of order of input currents

In section 6.4.1 was assumed that the order in which the input currents are passed to the
current squarer was I.+Ib, I., 0 and lb'

In fact 4! = 24 combinations are possible. Because of the required alternation of
subtraction and addition and skipping all dual combinations the number of valid
combinations is reduced to 4.

So there are four different options in which four-phase current multiplication can be
achieved using the configuration of figure 41.
These options are consecutively:

Table 4 Variation in the order of input currents

Input current during clock phase:

option <1>1 <1>2 <1>3 <1>4

1 1.+lb I. 0 Ib

2 I. 1.+lb Ib 0

3 0 :r. 1.+lb Ib

4 I. 0 Ib 1.+lb

Option 1 is discussed in the previous section. In that case the currents through the memory
cells are given by equations (62), (64) and (65).

It is obvious that the currents through the memory cells change when the order changes. In
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appendix IV the equations for the currents through the memory cells are given for the four
different cases. The derivation of these currents is equivalent to that in the previous
section and is therefore not given.

From these options the best option has to be chosen. From table 4 option 3 appears to be
best, because during the fIrst clock phase no input current is supplied to the current
squarer. So the multiplier is already in operation before the input currents are provided or
generated This might be a time-saving quality.
In that case the fIrst phase is an initialisation phase, and the actual multiplication is done
in the following three phases.

Option 2 is equivalent: the input currents only need to be provided in three successive
phases. But in that case the output is generated during a phase (4)4) in which no input
current is provided. For some applications this might be very useful.

But the best criterion for determining which order is best, is probably the current range in
which the memory cells must operate. Memory cells requiring a smaller current range can
in general be designed with a higher accuracy.

6.4.4 Ranges and restrictions

The currents in the memory circuit are provided by the current squarer. So the current
ranges of both memory cells are determined by the output range of the current squarer
given in table 3.
It can be simply derived, that using the complete range of this current squarer, memory
cells that have a very high current range (20}lA to 200}lA) are required. It is very hard,
almost impossible, to design accurate memory cells that have such high current range.

But do we need to use the complete range of the current squarer?
The input current of the current squarer is restricted according to equation (69):

With 10 = 5OpA.
So the input currents I. and Ib of the current multiplier are restricted to:

II. + Ibl < 410

11.1 < 410

IIbl < 410

(69)

(70)

According to these restrictions a combination I. = 200}lA and ~ = -200pA is allowed, but
a combination I. = 200}lA and Ib = 200}lA isn't. So the restrictions given by equation (70)
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are very unusable for most applications.

Therefore it is better to impose additional restrictions on the input currents of the
multiplier. For example equation (71):
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(71)

Please note, that these restrictions are the same as used in the Bult multiplier and the
Wiegerink multiplier (see chapter 2).
Using these restrictions and using the equations in appendix N the current ranges of both
memory cells can be derived. Because these ranges depend on the order of the input
currents, this is done for the four options of table 4.
The results are given in appendix V for three different values of 410.

According to the restriction of equation (71) a value of ~ = 200pA is only allowed when
~ = O. So still this restriction is not very useful.
A better restriction, that would exclude even more input combinations, is:

II. + Ih I < 410

11.1 < 210

11.1<210

(72)

In the same way the current ranges of both memory cells are derived for this restriction.
The results are given in appendix VI for three different values of 410.
Using this restriction the ranges appear to be reduced considerably.

From appendices V and VI follows that the ranges indeed depend on the order. So a
higher accuracy can be achieved by using the right option.

By looking at the current ranges the best option would be option 4. In that case it is
sufficient, that memory cell 1 operates for currents between 112pA and 162pA and
memory cell 2 for currents between -25pA and +1pA.
A little drawback of this option is that memory cell 2 must be able to handle negative
currents.

6.4.5 The memory cell

In chapter 3 a detailed overview of Switched Current memory cells is given. The
conclusion was that two memory cells showed good results concerning accuracy, speed
and chip area and thus are very appropriate for use in the current multiplier.
These memory cells are the S2I memory cell by Hughes and the accurate memory cell.
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For both memory cells memorising of currents takes place in two clock phases. So when
one of these memory cell would be used, for each time a current is sampled an extra clock
phase would be required. For the four-phase multiplier this would mean three extra clock
phases resulting in a total of 7 clock phases.

The S2I memory cell is not very appropriate for use in the four-phase current multiplier,
because this memory cell produces a quite large offset error. In section 6.4.2 is stated, that
offset errors in the output currents of the memory cells are not subtracted.

Therefore the accurate memory cell discussed in section 3.4.3 will be used. Because the
current squarer provides the current to the memory circuit via an NMOS current mirror,
the memory cell needs to be of PMOS type.
As stated in section 3.4.3 the PMOS memory cell is slower because of its larger time
constant. For the operation of the memory cell please refer to this section.

From figure 41 follows that the input current of memory cellI is provided directly by the
current mirror without a switch. The output current of the cell is directed to memory cell 2
via a switch. This is shown in the next figure.

lAt.

Figure 42b Current in memory cell
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Figure 42a memory cell 1

This circuit should operate within a current range of 112pA to 162pA. The circuit is
simulated using SPICE and the current through memory transistor Ml is shown in figure
42b for a random input current of 12OpA. One clock phase is 250 ns.

From this figure follows that when transistor Sl is switched on (t=O) a damped sinusoid
occurs in the current through Ml. The same happens again when S2 is switched off
(t=250ns).
The response is underdamped, so the system appears to have negative complex poles.
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These oscillations have a negative influence on the bandwidth of the multiplier, because
the currents can only be stored after the current has reached its final value.

Because the multiplier will be designed for high frequencies these instabilities must be
deleted or compensated.
The first step is finding the causes of this problem. Examining the circuit of figure 42a
gives the following results.
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1) The complex poles are caused by the negative feedback loop formed by transistors
Mz and M3• But the resulting underdamped oscillation is very small.
The effect seems to be much stronger for PMOS transistors than for NMOS
transistors. The settling time of the oscillation (time until the current has reached
its rmal value) is in the latter case several times smaller.

Therefore it would be better to use NMOS memory cell instead of PMOS memory
cells. The problem is that because the input currents are provided to the memory
cell using an NMOS current mirror, the currents through the memory cell would be
negative.
So if NMOS memory cells are used either the input currents should be mirrored
again or a relatively large constant current should be added to the current to make
it positive. Both solutions require extra transistors and extra dissipation and cause
extra errors.
So the used configuration of the memory circuit (figure 41) prefers the use of
PMOS memory cells.

Another method is simply compensating the complex poles by placing one or more
extra capacitors in the circuit. For this the poles must be derived. This can be done
using small-signal analysis.
Because the poles are caused by transistors Mz and M3, only these transistors
should be taken into the small signal model. Both transistors are depicted again in
figure 43a.

Figure 43a Current conveyer Figure 43b Memory cell 1
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This circuit is also referred as a current conveyer. The input current (and output
current) of this circuit is the current through memory transistor MI.
In figure 43b all transistors and current sources are replaced by conductances.
Besides all significant parasitic capacitances are added to the circuit.
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Now a small-signal analysis of the circuit of figure 41 can be done. For this both
transistors are substituted by their small-signal equivalent circuits (current source
and conductance).
From this ac equivalent model the transfer function is derived. This is a very
complex function and is therefore not presented in this paper. Examining this
function teaches that indeed two complex poles appear. Compensating these poles
is almost impossible, but the effect of the poles can be reduced by adding a strong
negative real pole. This can be realised by adding a large capacitance between the
drain of transistor M3 and the ground.
If the value of this capacitance is sufficient (>1 pF), the oscillations are indeed
suppressed. But this large capacitance requires a large charging time, so this
solution does not show any improvement in the settling time of the memory cell.

2) Instead of suppressing the oscillating effect completely this effect might be
minimised by adapting the circuit parameters. For this the effect of these
parameters on the settling time is examined. "

First the used configuration (figure 41) intensifies the effect very much: providing
the input current using a regulated cascode current mirror and the absence of the
input switch are the most significant factors. The memory cell is connected directly
to the current mirror.

3) Furthermore the W/L ratio of switch SI influences the settling time. A wider switch
decreases the settling time. When the switch is about 5 times as wide as its
minimum value (2.4pm) the oscillation has almost disappeared. But wider switches
cause more charge injection. The extra charge injection can be compensated partly
by widening switch S2 and increasing C l and Cz. In chapter 3 is stated, that
switches SI and S2 should be of equal size.
Placing an extra switch parallel to switch SI like is suggested in [19] is not a good
solution, because widening the switches has the same effect.
PMOS switches have larger parasitic capacitances and cause more charge injection.

A smaller capacitor Cl causes a smaller time constant and thus a higher oscillation
frequency and smaller settling time. Capacitor Cz has hardly any influence.
Both capacitances can be used to reduce the charge injection. Because Cz does not
influence the oscillating effect, it is wise to make this capacitance larger for
reducing the charge injection and to keep the value of Cl small.

4) The W/L ratio of memory transistor Ml influences the settling time. By decreasing
this ratio the settling time decreases. When transistor M l operates in the linear
region (very small W/L) the oscillations almost disappear. Because of the limited
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voltage margin the W/L ratio may not be too small.
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The free to use voltage margin is 3.3 Volt minus the maximum voltage margin
required by the current mirror (about 1.2 Volt). The maximum current through the
memory cell is 162 pA according to appendix VI (option 4). From these data the
minimum W/L ratio can be calculated.

Simulations of the memory cell show, that the cell is more accurate for smaller
currents, because the charge injection will be smaller. The currents through the
memory cell are in a range of 112JlA to 162pA, so they exist of a positive constant
part and a signal dependent part.
When only the latter part is conducted through the memory transistor M l , the errors
because of charge injection will be smaller. Besides a lower voltage margin is
required.
The constant part should be subtracted from the input current. This can be done
using one extra transistor and a voltage source Vref like is shown in the following
figure.

Figure 44 Memory cell with internal current source

Transistor ~f operates as a current source. Errors because of channel length
modulation are reduced by transistors Mz and M3•

Above the factors that cause oscillations in the memory current and the factors that
intensify these effects are discussed. Some solutions for minimising these effects were
given. These solutions cause other errors like charge injection.
So a compromise between minimum settling time (= maximum bandwidth) and maximum
accuracy has to be found.

The final solution is that oscillations are reduced by using wide switches and a small
memory transistor. The extra charge injection is reduced by placing an internal current
source in the memory cell (see figure 44). The remaining extra charge injection is
compensated by increasing the value of capacitance Cz.
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The circuit parameters of this memory cell are presented in table 5. The circuit is
simulated again using SPICE and the current in the memory cell is depicted in figure 45
for an input current of 120pA.
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Figure 45 Current in memory cell

Table 5 Sizes of circuit parameters

parameter size

MI 30pm/2.4pm

SI and S2 9.6pm/2.4pm

C1 0.1 pF

C2 0.5 pF

Vref 1.8 V

130

1 125

i

I 120

! 116

110
a.oo

1

0.76 1.00

Comparing figure 45 to figure 42b teaches that the memory cell has improved a lot. The
settling time is reduced to less then 100 ns, while the high accuracy (errors < 10 nA) is
preserved.
In this figure one clock phase is 250 ns. This can be reduced to less than 100 ns, so the
complete multiplication can be done in less than 700 ns (during last clock phase no
current is sampled).

6.5 The complete multiplier

The complete multiplier is depicted in figure 46.
The different blocks can be distinguished from this figure: transistors M1 to M3 form the
current squarer, ~ to M7 the regulated cascode current mirror, Mg to Mll memory cell 1
and M12 to MI4 memory cell 2.
An extra current source (MIS to M17) is added to make the current through memory cell 2
positive.

By regulating Vref2 and Vref3 the currents through the memory transistors Mg and M12 can
be regulated. So it is possible to use two memory cells with the same current range.
Therefore both memory cells have the same parameters.

All sizes of transistors and switches and values of capacitances, external voltages are
given in appendix VIT. In this appendix is also shown how the internal current sources
(lren to ~(4) are realised.

The timing diagram for this multiplier is shown in figure 47. The clock signals are
devided in four phases (<1>1 to <1>4) and each phase is divided in two clock phases except for
the last one. So the total number clock phases is 7. For convenience all phases (<1>1 to <1>4)
have the same length.
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Figure 46 Complete four-phase quarter-square SI multiplier circuit
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Figure 47 Timing diagram of four-phase quarter square SI multiplier

From figure 46 follows, that all switches are realised by NMOS transistors.

The input impedance for negative input currents is low, because the input currents flow
directly into the diode-connected transistor Mt • But for positive currents the input
impedance is very high. In that case the circuit that provides the input currents needs to
have a very high output impedance.
The same can be said about the output, when the circuit is loaded by a circuit with high
input impedance.
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Therefore it is better to replace some NMOS switches by a CMOS configuration: a series
connection of an NMOS transistor and a PMOS transistor. This configuration is shown in
figure 48.

lout-
T•

Figure 48 CMOS switch

The PMOS transistor is clocked by the inverse clock signal.
For good operation it is best to replace switches SI to S4 by this configuration.
So in that case only two extra clock signals need to be added to figure 47, because the
inverse signals for SI and S3 are already present.

Please note, that the multiplier has proved to operate well with only NMOS switches in
case of the conditions discussed above (high impedance at input).

6.6 Simulation and results

From figure 45 follows that the settling time of the memory cells is less than lOOns. So
the clock phases need to be at least lOOns. Therefore the complete multiplier is simulated
in SPICE with clock phases of 250ns and lOOns.
In the first case the total operation time of the multiplier is 2000ns (5.105 multiplications
per second) and in the latter case 800ns (1.25.106 multiplications/sec).
The SPICE input files are presented in appendix VIII and the output currents generated by
SPICE are given in appendix IX (for 2000ns and 8oons).

The simulated output current of the multiplier for a operation time of 800ns is depicted in
figure 49. In this figure the output current is plotted as a function of the input current Ia

while ~ is varied. The input currents Ia and ~ are limited to their restrictions given by
equation (72) with Io""50pA (set by VreO).

Using curve fitting techniques the absolute errors in the output current of the multiplier
can be derived. Therefore the curve is fitted using equation (73).

(73)

The multiplication constant c l of this multiplier is 3651. This value is close to the
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expected value 2~ = 3670 in equation (67).
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Figure 49 Output current of the SI multiplier as function of input current
I. while varying I b from (a) .100pA to (k) +lOOpA in 20pA steps

The errors are derived by comparing the simulated curve with the fitted curve and are
shown in figure 50.
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Figure SO Absolute error in the output current of the SI multiplier as function
of" when no offset is allowed. Ib from (a) -lOOpA to (k) +lOOpA

The non-linearity NL is a good measure for the performance of the multiplier and is
defined by:

NL = WIQX. deviation from a linear ruponM . l00~
WIQX. output cu"ent

(74)
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According to figure 50 the NL of this circuit is 17OpN36nA = 0.47%.

From this figure can also be conluded that the absolute errors are much larger for large
input currents. This can be explained from the fact, that the used current squarer (square
relation in figure 32a) is only very accurate for small input currents, but shows large
errors for large input currents: see figure 32b.
So when looking at a smaller range of input currents the linearity is much smaller. For
example restricting the input currents to 60% of their maximum value leads to a smaller
NL of 0.21%.

Furthermore from figure 50 follows, that a small offset of 14nA occurs at the output
Allowing an offset would lead to an even smaller NL.
In that case equation (75) is used for curve fitting, where Co is the offset current.
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(75)

Table 6 presents a survey of the fitting parameters Co and c i of this multiplier and the
calculated non-linearities. This is done only for an operation time of 8oons, because for an
operation time of 2000ns almost the same values are found.

Table 6 fitting parameters and non-Iinerarities of SI multiplier

Input current Co rnA] c i [AI] NL NL
range no offset offset

-IOOpA to +IOOpA 8.81 3651 0.47% 0.44%

-6OpA to +6OpA 14.11 3653 0.21% 0.16%

No offset in this table means, that no offset in the output current is allowed and the output
current is given by equation (73). Offset means, that the output is given by equation (75).

In table 7 is indicated, what the fitting parameters and NL would be if the memory circuit
would be ideal (error free). These values are derived by multiplying the current samples of
figure 32a.
For an ideal memory circuit can be derived, that when one input current is zero the output
current is always zero too independent of the square relation. So using an ideal memory
circuit no offset error occurs and Co is zero.

Table 7 fitting parameters and non-Iinerarities for ideal memory circuit

Input current c
i

[A-I] NL
range

-100pA to +100pA 3673 0.45%

-6OpA to +6OpA 3674 0.11%
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6.7 Conclusions
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The four-phase quarter-square multiplier, that was introduced in this chapter, shows very
good performances: see table 6.
The non-linearity is quite large for large input currents. It seems that, when comparing
table 6 to table 7 these errors are almost exclusively caused by the current squarer. In that
case the errors caused by the memory circuit can be neglected.

When reducing the input range, the non-linearity gets smaller. For an input range of -60pA
to +60pA the non-linearity is larger for the non-ideal memory circuit (8oons operation
time) than for the ideal meory circuit So in that case the output error is partly caused by
errors in the memory circuit and these errors can thus not be neglected.

Reducing the input range even more makes the contribution of the memory circuit to the
output error larger. Because the errors caused by the memory circuit are nearly
independent of the input range, it makes no sense reducing the input range even more.

It is hard to compare this multiplier to other current multipliers, because the results of
other multipliers under the same conditions (same IC process, etc.) are not known.
Concerning speed this multiplier probably does not show improvements because the
signals are time-discrete. The same can be said about size, because of the large number of
transistors.
But this multiplier was optimised for accuracy. And without doubt it can be said that this
multiplier is more accurate than other quarter-square multipliers, because all relevant
errors that occur in these multipliers (shifting error, offset errors, errors because of
parameter mismatch) are subtracted or don't occur in the four-phase quarter-square SI
multiplier.

In brief the specifications of the four-phase quarter-square multiplier are given in table 8
for 800ns operation time.

Table 8 Specifications

Supply voltage 3.3V

Speed 1.25'106

multiplications/sec

Input current range -60pA to +60pA

Max. output current 13.2pA

Max. output error 28nA (incl. offset)
current 21nA (excl. offset)

Max. non-linearity 0.21% (incl.offset)
0.16% (excl.offset)
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Chapter 7 Future improvements and suggestions

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter a new current multiplier was introduced: the four-phase quarter
square multiplier. This multiplier was an improvement in accuracy compared to the
existing current multipliers.
This chapter describes some suggestions in how this multiplier can be improved even
more in accuracy, size ,and speed.

The chapter ends with a concept of a new multiplier: the three-phase quarter-square SI
multiplier.

7.2 Suggestions for better performance
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The multiplier was designed for a 3.3 Volt power supply voltage. This imposed extra
restrictions on the design. For example in figure 29 a current mirror was added to the
circuit for obtaining a high output impedance. This caused the need for extra transistors
and thus extra errors. When more voltage margin would have been left (supply voltage of
5 Volt) a current conveyer could have been sufficient. In that case NMOS memory cells
could have been used instead of PMOS memory cells. These cells have a smaller settling
time.

In the previous chapter was concluded that the main bottleneck of the four-phase current
multiplier was the current squarer. So if one wants to improve the accuracy of this
multiplier, it would be wise to improve the current squarer.
The writer suggests to use for example the Wiegerink current squarer instead of the used
Bult current squarer. According to [7] this circuit is more accurate than the latter one.

Finally to increase the bandwidth of the multiplier (higher clock frequency) faster memory
cells, that do not have complex poles, are required. The speed of the memory cells is also
limited to the rise- and fall-times of the clock signal (10 ns). Therefore for using higher
clock frequencies improvements in the rise- and fall-times of the clock signal are required.

7.3 Three-phase quarter-square multiplier

In chapter 6 was already mentioned, that using the new principle current multiplication
can be done in three clock phases. In that case the signal independent offset is not
subtracted in the end and appears in the output current.
Allowing this offset an improvement in speed and maybe in accuracy can be achieved.
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For the three-phase quarter-square SI multiplier the same block diagram as for the four
phase multiplier can be used. This block diagram is depicted again in figure 51.
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Figure 51 Block diagram or three-phase quarter-square multiplier

The difference between the three-phase and four-phase multiplier is that one clock phase is
removed. To do this in the right way one extra switch needs to be added to the memory
circuit.
Only two options are valid. They are shown in figures 52a and 52b.

I. .,,1 r------,

-a/

I~ .2,1 Current
- a/ squarer

.,

0---·1 I;;'"

I. .,,1 r------,

-a/

I~ .,,1 Current
- 0/ squarer

0---·1 I;;'"

Current mirror 1:1

Figure 52a Option 1

Current mirror 1:1

Figure 52b Option 2

For option 1 the order of input currents is 1., I.+Ib and Ib and for option 2 I., Ib and I.+Ib•

As can be seen from both figures not only the order of input currents differs, but also the
clock phases in which memory cell 1 is used.

The currents through both memory cells are given in appendix X for both options. In this
appendix also the required current ranges of the memory cells are presented when the
current squarer of figure 32a is used.
These current ranges are even smaller than the ranges required for the four-phase current
multiplier. So it is very likely that the new multiplier is more accurate.

In short: the advantages of the three-phase quarter-square multiplier are higher speed (only
3 phases) and more accuracy.
However the drawback is, that an offset current appears at the output.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions

A Switched Current multiplier can be realised using the quarter-square principle. In that
case only one current squarer is sufficient. In this way errors due to mismatch of two
current squarers are cancelled.
By adapting the quarter-square principle slightly all relevant errors, that occur in the
current squarer, are subtracted in four phases. The result is a very accurate current
multiplier: the four-phase quarter-square SI multiplier.
This multiplier consists of one current squarer and two accurate SI memory cells.
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The performances of this circuit are very good. The four-phase quarter-square multiplier is
designed for a 3.3 Volt supply voltage, performing 1.25.106 multiplications/sec. The
maximum non-linearity for an input current range of -60pA to +60pA is 0.21% (inclusive
offset) and 0.16% (exclusive offset).

The performances are much better compared to other current multipliers concerning
accuracy, because all relevant errors (circuit mismatch and errors in current squarer) that
occur in these multipliers are subtracted in the four-phase quarter-square SI multiplier.

The circuit can be improved by using a more accurate current squarer: for example the
current squarer by Wiegerink [7].
By using three clock phases instead of four more accurate and faster current multiplication
is possible. Therefore the three-phase quarter-square multiplier is suggested. The
disadvantage of this multiplier is that an offset current appears at the output.
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Appendix I Transistor model and tolerances

The following table shows the most important transistor parameters values (mean) and
their tolerances (sigma). The used model is the level 2 SPICE model.

PMOS transistor NMOS transistor

parameter unit mean sigma mean sigma

TOX nm 42.5 0.2 40.6 0.2

KP flA/V' 19.2 0.1 51.2 0.3

VTO V -0.834 0.018 0.899 0.008

NUSB 1/cm' 9.713E15 1.350e14 1.21E15 5.33e+13

GAMMA v-" 0.699 0.005 0.236 0.004

PHI V 0.637 0.001 0.651 0.002

UO cm'/Vs 234.2 1.5 614 5.1

DL JUll -0.156 0.033 -0.04 0.030

DW JUll -0.139 0.021 -0.065 0.023

DELTA 0.951 0.109 1.05 0.220

CJ JLF/m' 310 75.8

MJ 0.5 0.37

PB V 0.751 0.502

CJSW pF/m 328.3 201

MSJW 0.495 0.333

RSH Ohm/sq 32.8 1.3 33.36 0.4

NFS 1/cm' 3.927Ell 1.26Ell

LD JUll 0.35 0.22

UEXP V 0.1 0.065

The Early voltage for PMOS transistors is 11 V/pm and for NMOS 6.6 V/pm. From these
values the channel length modulation factor Acan be calculated using:

1
A. '" ---

L·Y.."

The area and perimeter parameters AS, AD, PS and PD can be approximated using:

.AS "'.AD '" g·w [~"r]

PS '" PD '" lS+W [~m]

The model of the well-capacitance is given by:

.MODEL NWEU NMOS (LEYEL"'3 CJ:(J MJ:(J CJSW",1.6SE-S MJSW:(J.16 PB:(J.S9)
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Appendix II Derivation square relation (1)

In this appendix the transfer function of the current squarer of figure 5 is derived.
All transistors work in the saturation region, so the transistor currents 11' 12 and 13 are
given by (considering all transistors equal and neglecting the channel-Ienght modulation
effect and body effect):

(a1)

(a2)

Rewriting the latter equation yields:

(a3)

And substituting (al) in this equation results in:

(a4)

And again:

(as)

Furthermore from figure 5 follows directly:



and:

Combining (a6) and (a7) results in:

Substituting both equations in (as) yields:

In this equation the factor K(V2-2VJ is
constant. This expression can be simplified
by introducing a current controlled biasing
circuit (see figure), which supplies the
voltage V2•
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(a6)

(a7)

(a8)

(a9)

(al0)

Biasing circuit

The relation between the control current 10 and this voltage is given by:

(all)
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under the condition V2 > 2Vt•

Using this circuit the temperature dependence is minimised. In fIrst-order approximation
the circuit is even independent of temperature.

The transfer function of the current squarer results in:

(a12)

For the voltage VI the next equation can be derived:

(aI3)

So there is a linear relation between input current and input voltage.

In order to keep all devices of the squaring circuit in the ON state, the input current is
restricted within the range:

11",1 < 410 (aI4)



Appendix III Derivation square relation (2)

The transistor currents 11' 12, 13 in the circuit of figure 26 are given by:

V12 is the threshold voltage of transistor M2 and is given by:

Substituting (a15) in (a19) yields:

And again:
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(a15)

(aI6)

(aI7)

(aI8)

(aI9)

(a20)

(a21)
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From figure 26 follows that:

(a22)

(a23)

Combining these equations gives:

(a24)

(a25)

Substituting (a24) and (a25) in (a21) results in:

This equation describes the relation between input current and output current of the Bult
current squarer including the channel length modulation effect and the body effect

The desired square relation can be obtained by choosing PI=PZ=P3=P. This relation will be:

pqZ (.
1=-+--
- 2 2pqz

When substituting PqZ = 410. the relation of the ideal Bult multiplier is found.

(a27)

The problem of equation (a26) is that VI' which is included in PI and pz. is also dependent
of 1m.
In appendix II is derived that the relation between VI and 1m for the ideal current squarer
is a linear relation according to equation (a13).



The relation for the non-ideal current squarer is derived below.

From (aI5), (a24) and (a27) follows (assuming P1=P2=P3=P):

2
1 pq2 1",

(V -V ~ ::: -(-+l +--)
1 ID '1p 2 ", 2pq2

This relation can be rewritten as:

_ q 1
V1 - VID + - + -1",

2 2pq

In fact q = V2-V10-Vt2 and Vt2 is given by equation (aI8) so:

V2 Y( ~ 1V ::: - - - 11-24> + VI - 214> I +-l
1 2 2 F 1 F 2pq lin

When assuming the body effect to be constant it causes an extra offset error in V1.
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(a28)

(a29)

(a30)
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Appendix IV Currents in the memory circuit

Below the currents through the memory cells and the output current of the memory circuit
of figure 41 are given during four successive clock phases. The derivations of these
equations are not given.

option 1: L+Ib , L 0, Ib

option 2: L I.+I0roO



option 3: 0, L L+lmL.

option 4: L 0, Ib , L+lb
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Appendix V Required current ranges of the memory cells (1)

option 1: L+Ib , I.. 0, I"
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410 (pA) Memory cell 1 (pA) Memory cell 2 (pA) Output range (pA)

200 84 to 199 -86 to 29 -37 to 37

150 96 to 164 -51 to 17 -21 to 21

100 104 to 138 -25 to 9 -10 to 10

option 2: L I.+I~

410 (pA) Memory cell 1 (pA) Memory cell 2 (pA) Output range (PA)

200 76 to 199 -29 to 86 -37 to 37

150 92 to 164 -17 to 51 -21 to 21

100 103 to 138 -9 to 25 -10 to 10

option 3: 0, I.. 1,+1..,1"

410 (pA) Memory cell 1 (pA) Memory cell 2 (pA) Output range (pA)

200 84 to 199 -1 to 86 -37 to 37

150 96 to 164 -1 to 51 -21 to 21

100 104 to 138 -1 to 25 -10 to 10

option 4: L 0, Ib , 1.+lb

410 (pA) Memory cell 1 (pA) Memory cell 2 (pA) Output range (pA)

200 112 to 199 -86 to 1 -37 to 37

150 112 to 164 -51 to 1 -21 to 21

100 112 to 138 -25 to 1 -10 to 10



Appendix VI Required current ranges of the memory cells (2)

option 1: L+Ib, L 0, 1.
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410 (JIA) Memory cell 1 (JIA) Memory cell 2 (JIA) Output range (JIA)

200 88 to 199 -62 to 25 -37 to 37

150 98 to 164 -36 to 15 -21 to 21

100 105 to 138 -17 to 8 -10 to 10

option 2: L L+ImL" 0

410 (JIA) Memory cell 1 (JIA) Memory cell 2 (JIA) Output range (JIA)

200 76 to 150 -25 to 62 -37 to 37

150 92 to 134 -15 to 36 -21 to 21

100 103 to 123 -8 to 17 -10 to 10

option 3: 0, L L+ImL.

410 (JIA) Memory cell 1 (JIA) Memory cell 2 (JIA) Output range (JIA)

200 88 to 175 -1 to 25 -37 to 37

150 98 to 149 -1 to 15 -21 to 21

100 105 to 130 -1 to 8 -10 to 10

option 4: L 0, 1., I.+Ib

410 (JIA) Memory cell 1 (JIA) Memory cell 2 (JIA) Output range (JIA)

200 112 to 162 -25 to 1 -37 to 37

150 112 to 143 -15 to 1 -21 to 21

100 112 to 129 -8 to 1 -10 to 10
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Appendix vn Circuit parameters of four-phase SI multiplier

Sizes of transistors and switches

Name Type W [JUll] L [ JUll]

M1 PMOS 50 2.4

M2 PMOS 52.8 2.4

M3 PMOS 43.6 2.4

M4, M5 NMOS 100 2.4
M6, M7 NMOS 50 2.4

M8 PMOS 30 2.4

M9 PMOS 50 2.4

M10, Mll PMOS 100 2.4

M12 PMOS 30 2.4

M13, M14 PMOS 100 2.4

M15 NMOS 50 2.4

M16 NMOS 100 2.4
M17 NMOS 50 2.4

51, 52, 53 ,54 NMOS, PMOS 10 2.4

55, 56, 57, 58 NMOS 9:6 2.4

Capacitances and external voltage sources

capacitances value voltage source value

C1 0.1 pF Voo 3.3 V

C2 0.5 pF Vrefl 0.493 V

C3 0,1 pF vref2 1.800 V
C4 0.5 pF vref3 1.260 V

Internal current sources

The internal current sources ~n, ~f2' ~f3 and ~f4 are realised by the the following circuits.

I ren and IreD

Imn =Imf4 =II =425nA
1m12 =Imo =~ =7.3J1A

with:

MI, M2, M3
M4
M5

=2.4pm12.4p.m
=2.4pm12.4p.m
=30Junfl·4p.m



Appendix vm SPICE input files

File: CMP.LIB

library file containing model-parameters and sub-circuits

.model nmost nmos(level=2 tox=40.6n kp=51.2u vto=0.899 nsub=121e15
+gamma=0236 phi=0.651 00=614 delta=1.05 cj=75.8u mj=0.37 pb=0.502
+cjsw=201p mjsw=0.333 rsh=33.36 nfs=1.26ell dl=-O.04u dw=-0.065u
+ld=022u cgso=180p cgdo=180p cgbo=220p uexp=0.065 lambda=0.063)

.model pmost pmos(level=2 tox=425n kp=19.2U vto=-0.834 nsub=9.713e15
+gamma=0.699 phi=0.637 00=2342 delta=0.951 cj=310U mj=05 pb=0.751
+cjsw=328.3p mjsw=OA95 rsh=32.8 nfs=3.927ell dl=-0.156u dw=-0.139u
+ld=0.35u cgso=280p cgdo=280p cgbo=340p uexp=0.1 vmax=1500e5 ucrit=1.Oe4
+lambda=0.0379)

.subckt psource 4 1
M1 22 1 1 pmost w=2Au 1=2.4u ps=20Au pd=20Au as=21.6p ad=21.6p
M2 2 2 3 0 nmost w=2Au 1=2Au ps=20Au pd=20Au as=21.6p ad=21.6p
M3 3 300 nmost w=2Au 1=2.4u ps=20.4u pd=20Au as=21.6p ad=21.6p
M4 4 2 1 1 pmost w=2Au 1=2Au ps=20Au pd=20Au as=21.6p ad=21.6p
.ends

.subckt nsource 4 1
M1 221 1 pmost w=2.4u 1=2Aups=20Aupd=20Au as=21.6p ad=21.6p
M2 2 230 nmost w=2.4u 1=2.4ups=20Aupd=20Au as=21.6p ad=21.6p
M3 3 3 0 0 nmost w=2.4u 1=2Au ps=20Au pd=20Au as=21.6p ad=21.6p
M4 4 300 nmost w=30u 1=2.4u ps=48u pd=48u as=270p ad=270p
.ends

.subckt squarer 8 5 1
Ml 881 1 pmost w=50u 1=2Au ps=68u pd=68u as=450p ad=450p
M2 3 2 8 8 pmost w=52.8u 1=2.4u ps=70.8u pd=70.8u as=4752p ad=4752p
M3 3 8 1 1 pmost w=43.6u 1=2.4u ps=61.6u pd=61.6u as=392.4p ad=392Ap
M4 3 300 nmost w=lOOu 1=2Aups=118upd=118u as=900p ad=900p
M5 4 300 nmost w=lOOu 1=2Au ps=1l8u pd=1l8u as=900p ad=900p
M65 6 4 0 nmost w=50u 1=2Au ps=68u pd=68u as=450p ad=450p
M7 6 400 nmost w=50u 1=2Au ps=68u pd=68u as=450p ad=450p
Xref 6 1 psource
Vref 2 0 00493
.ends
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.subekt meml 531
Ml 2 3 1 1 pmost w=30u 1=2.4u ps=48u pd=48u as=270p ad=270p
M2 2 4 1 1 pmost w=50u 1=2.4u ps=68u pd=68u as=450p ad=450p
M35 62 1 pmost w=l00u 1=2.4u ps=118u pd=118u as=900p ad=900p
M4 621 1 pmost w=100u 1=2.4ups=118upd=118u as=900p ad=900p
Xref 6 1 nsouree
Vref 401.8
.ends

.subekt mem2 4 3 1
Ml 231 1 pmost w=30u 1=2.4u ps=48u pd=48u as=270p ad=270p
M2 4521 pmost w=100u 1=2.4ups=118upd=118u as=900p ad=900p
M3 5 2 1 1 pmost w=100u 1=2.4u ps=118u pd=118u as=900p ad=900p
M46 700 nmost w=50u 1=2.4u ps=68u pd=68u as=450p ad=450p
M54 8 6 0 nmost w=100u 1=2.4ups=118upd=118u as=900p ad=900p
M68 6 0 0 nmost w=50u 1=2.4u ps=68u pd=68u as=450p ad=450p
Xrefl 5 1 nsouree
Xref2 8 1 psouree
Vref70126
.ends

File: CMP.CIR

4-phase quarter-square S/ multiplier
.lib "emp.lib"
.tran IOn 800n
.ie v(2)=1.65 v(3)=1.65 v(4)=1.65
+v(5)=1.65 v(6)=1.65 v(7)=1.65 v(8)=1.65 v(9)=1.65 v(10)=1.65
.options abstol O.lp reltolle-5 ehgtolle-15 vntol O.lu numdgt 8
.probe

*Power supply*
Vee 1 03.3

*/nput eu"ents*
fa 1 2 60u
fb 1 3 60u

*Switehes*
Msla 2 101 4 0 nmost w=10u 1=2.4u ps=28u pd=28u as=90p ad=90p
Mslb 2 111 4 1 pmost w=10u 1=2.4u ps=28u pd=28u as=90p ad=90p
Ms2a 3 10240 nmost w=10u 1=2.4u ps=28u pd=28u as=90p ad=90p
Ms2b 3 112 4 1 pmost w=10u 1=2.4u ps=28u pd=28u as=90p ad=90p
Ms3a 8 103 5 0 nmost w=10u 1=2.4u ps=28u pd=28u as=90p ad=90p
Ms3b 8 113 5 1 pmost w=10u 1=2.4u ps=28u pd=28u as=90p ad=90p
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Ms4a 11 104 5 0 nmost w=IOu 1=2.4u ps=28u pd=28u as=90p ad=90p
Ms4b 11 114 5 1 pmost w=IOu 1=2.4u ps=28u pd=28u as=90p ad=90p
Ms55 105 60 nmost w=9.6u 1=2.4u ps=27.6u pd=27.6u as=86.4p ad=86.4p
Ms6 6 106 70 nmost w=9.6u 1=2.4u ps=27.6u pd=27.6u as=86.4p ad=86.4p
Ms78 107 9 0 nmost w=9.6u 1=2.4u ps=27.6u pd=27.6u as=86.4p ad=86.4p
Ms8 9 108 100 nmost w=9.6u 1=2.4u ps=27.6u pd=27.6u as=86.4p ad=86.4p

*Blocks*
Xl 4 5 1 squarer
X2 5 61 memI
X3 891 mem2

*Capacitances*
CI 1 60.Ip
C21705p
C3 1 90.Ip
C41 I005p

*Clocks*
VIOl 101 0 pulse(3.3 0 200n IOn IOn 400n 8oon)
VI02 1020 pulse(3.3 0 0 IOn IOn 400n 800n)
VI03 103 0 pulse(O 3.3 200n IOn IOn 400n 800n)
VI04 104 0 pulse(O 3.3 600n IOn IOn 200n 800n)
vI05 105 0 pulse(3.3 0 200n IOn IOn 200n 400n)
vI06 1060 pulse(3.3 0 lOOn IOn IOn lOOn 4oon)
VI07 1070 pulse(3.3 0400n IOn IOn 200n 800n)
VI08 108 0 pulse(3.3 0300n IOn IOn lOOn 8oon)

VIII 111 0 pulse(O 3.3 200n IOn IOn 400n 800n)
V112 1120 pulse(O 3.3 0 IOn IOn 400n 800n)
V113 113 0 pulse(3.3 0 200n IOn IOn 400n 800n)
V114 1140 pulse(3.3 0600n IOn IOn 200n 800n)

*Output, for SPICE simulation only*
Vout 11 01.65

*Extra switches, for SPICE simulation only*
Ms11a 2 111 00 nmost w=IOu 1=2.4u
Ms11b 2 101 01 pmost w=IOu 1=2.4u
MsI2a 3 112 00 nmost w=IOu 1=2.4u
MsI2b 3 102 01 pmost w=IOu 1=2.4u

.end
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Appendix IX Output currents of SI multiplier

Table: Output current as function of" (vertical) and Ib (horizontal)
for 2000ns operation time. All currents in pA.
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-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100

-100 1-36.479 29.031 1-21. 866 14.620 -7.295 0.027 7.325 14.632 21.930 29.213 36.508

-80 1-29.031 23.336 1-17.547 11.679 -5.837 0.013 5.865 11. 706 17.536 23.373 29.207

-60 1-21.878 17.555 1-13.142 -8.749 -4.361 0.017 4.392 8.769 13.153 17.529 21. 914

-40 1-14.631 11.690 -8.764 -5.819 -2.901 0.018 2.942 5.849 8.770 11. 694 14.611

-20 -7.299 -5.837 -4.366 -2.902 -1.441 0.021 1.483 2.938 4.390 5.854 7.310

0 0.007 0.009 0.014 0.015 0.012 0.025 0.028 0.013 0.009 0.000 0.006

20 7.317 5.857 4.398 2.944 1.475 0.017 -1.440 -2.907 -4.374 -5.838 -7.304

40 14.620 11.697 8.773 5.854 2.939 0.016 -2.902 -5.827 -8.758 11.696 14.652

60 21.919 17.538 13.153 8.772 4.405 0.011 -4.357 -8.752 13.160 17.571 21.984

80 29.206 23.374 17.545 11.712 5.869 0.022 -5.833 11.686 17.571 23.440 29.124

100 36.515 29.224 21.931 14.629 7.319 0.028 -7.297 14.630 21. 978 29.129 36.584

Table: Output current as function of Ia (vertical) and Ib (horizontal)
for 800ns operation time. All currents in J.IA.

-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100

-100 36.470 29.037 21.868 14.609 -7.280 0.021 7.317 14.631 21. 916 29.213 36.482

-80 29.036 23.330 17.553 11.672 -5.823 0.016 5.863 11.701 17.542 23.361 29.195

-60 21. 874 17.559 13.155 -8.751 -4.359 0.021 4.395 8.775 13.149 17.532 21. 894

-40 14.627 11.690 -8.758 -5.828 -2.902 0.026 2.944 5.850 8.768 11.688 14.594

-20 -7.303 -5.831 -4.377 -2.903 -1. 443 0.022 1.473 2.935 4.391 5.859 7.302

0 0.012 0.006 0.012 0.014 0.024 0.016 0.011 0.022 0.003 0.003 0.011

20 7.313 5.849 4.395 2.945 1.485 0.028 -1.438 -2.902 -4.366 -5.841 7.333

40 14.611 11.695 8.779 5.854 2.935 0.020 -2.899 -5.828 -8.760 1-11. 696 14.661

60 21.919 17.526 13.154 8.776 4.402 0.018 -4.369 -8.755 13.156 17.576 1-21. 998

80 29.210 23.374 17.538 11. 703 5.862 0.027 -5.824 11.686 1-17.571 23.449 1-29.149

100 36.519 29.211 21. 917 14.624 7.322 0.029 -7.303 14.644 f-21. 973 29.139 36.603



Appendix X Currents and ranges of the three-phase multiplier

option 1: L I.+I~
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410 (pA) Memory cell 1 (pA) Memory cell 2 (pA) Output range (PA)

200 112 to 138 -25 to 62 -150to-76

150 112 to 128 -15 to 36 -134 to -92

100 112 to 121 -8 to 17 -123 to -103

option 2: LIb. I.+lb

410 (pA) Memory cellI (pA) Memory cell 2 (pA) Output range (pA)

200 112 to 138 112 to 138 76 to 150

150 112 to 128 112 to 128 92 to 134

100 112 to 121 112 to 121 103 to 123
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